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Abstract 

 
Due to globalization and increasing complexity within the business environment, teams 

have become a way of life for many organizations in order to generate higher performance and 

sustain competitive advantage. Organizations, however, may fail to fully benefit from teams 

despite all the investment and efforts that they make. Herein, we believe that a possible way to 

cope with these failures might be establishing an understanding that individuals’, particularly 

team members’ need for autonomy within teams through accomplishing self-discipline and 

managing their emotions and behaviors. Therefore, our purpose in this study is to investigate 

the relationship between individuals’ emotional intelligence and their self-leadership ability in 

the context of team performance. In line with this purpose, we find plausible to employ 

conceptual research approach in order to build an integrated and logical model, with proposed 

hypotheses, which could be used as a departure point for the researchers and their empirical 

studies in the future. Through this model, we argue that individuals’ emotional intelligence has 

a positive impact on the self-leadership ability and its three strategies, which are behavior focus 

strategy, natural reward strategy, and constructive thought patterns strategy, by managing and 

regulating one’s own and other’s emotions. Hence, as suggested, the association of emotional 

intelligence and self-leadership can influence team communication, team trust, team learning 

and team creativity positively thus it may enhance the overall team performance.  
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1 Introduction 
	

1.1   Background 
 

In today’s world, organizations are struggling with more complex and compelling 

problems due to globalization, rapidly changing technologies and trends. Overcoming these 

issues becomes a prior task for organizations to gain competitive advantage and to be more 

successful within these challenging conditions. Therefore, organizations need to seek effective 

ways for dealing with such conditions and take their steps carefully, so that they can preserve 

their competitive advantage in the market. As Schneider et al. (2014) suggested, in highly 

dynamic and complex environments, organizations may rely on teamwork. It creates an 

environment for individuals to build dynamic interactions with others by using their feelings 

and thoughts in order to orient themselves towards a common goal (Salas et al., 2015). Also, 

teamwork can be seen as effective tool for team performance “as it defines how tasks and goals 

are accomplished in a team context” (Salas et al., 2015, p. 600). One reason behind the rise of 

teamwork might be that teams have the crucial role for the organization’s operations because 

teams are considered as main units of performance and they have potentials for making 

distinguished works within many organizations (Castka et al. 2001). As the definition of the 

team concept, Cohen and Bailey stated that “a collection of individuals who are interdependent 

in their tasks, who share responsibility for outcomes, who see themselves and who are seen by 

others an intact social entity embedded in one or more larger social systems” (1997, p. 241). 

Since these ‘individuals’ and their characteristics are the building blocks of having efficient 

teams; the importance of the recruitment of qualified individuals into the teams should not be 

overlooked by the organizations that aim to be successful. 

1.2  Problem Discussion 

As it is mentioned in the background, many companies, now, give importance to 

teamwork in order to overcome highly complex environmental issues, and gain outstanding 

results within the challenging conditions (Castka et al. 2001; Schneider et al. 2014). 

Organizations put a lot of efforts in order to increase team performance by focusing more on 

their employee performance, investing HR related activities, or any other tools that might be 

helpful for team performance. However, despite all the investments and efforts, organizations 

may still fail to achieve desired outcomes from teams. This issue may lead the way towards 

comprehending the possible causes for not getting benefits from teams.  
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In general, in order to take advantage from teams and enhance high level of performance, 

what companies do is focusing narrowly on individuals who sit on the position of leadership 

(Pearce & Manz, 2005) and they expected from leaders to be visionary, role model for 

followers, engage in processes of implementation or change and decision making. However, 

the understanding of old-school leadership style has started to lose its popularity within the fast-

changing, complex, and knowledge-based world (Uhl-Bien & Marion, 2009; Uhl-Bien, Marion 

& McKelvey, 2007). Now, many firms are turning their face towards a new style that focuses 

more on making the employees more powerful to take serious responsibilities regarding their 

actions and attitudes in the organizations rather than a traditional top-down leadership style 

(Pearce & Manz, 2005). Since the classical and powerful leaders may be considered as 

insufficient regarding having all the necessary information and skills to manage today’s 

knowledge-based works (Houghton et al. 2012), now, top-talented and successful employees 

tend to be more motivated to lead themselves and take leadership roles when it is necessary 

without demanding for traditional top-down leader (Pearce & Manz, 2005).  

In other words, we believe that the new trends of the 21st century globalized world 

brought a vision to the organizations and ready to challenge their current understanding of 

“Strong Man” or the “Directive” leader, which often understood as fear, intimidation and “one-

way influence process of leaders over follower” (Pearce & Manz, 2005, p. 132), by adopting 

the idea of self-leadership among the organizational members. So, we would like to take the 

reader on a journey, a new level of understanding for team performance in the light of self-

leadership by implying the idea of “... all organizational members are capable of leading 

themselves to some degree” (Pearce & Manz, 2005, p.133).  

There is a common saying that in order to lead others, you must learn how to lead yourself. 

In compare to traditional way of leading teams which provide less autonomy and authority for 

individuals; people within the self-leading teams are responsible to control their own actions 

and have an authority on their works (Stewart et al., 2011). In relation to this, in self-leadership 

concept, there are three strategies that individuals may try to apply in their lives and these 

strategies are behavior focused strategies, natural reward strategies and constructive thought 

pattern strategies (Houghton & Neck, 2006). One of the main focus of self-leadership, in 

particular, the behavioral-focused strategies propose some methods which are “self-discipline 

oriented to manage ourselves in doing difficult, unattractive, but necessary tasks” (Politis, 2006, 

p.204). In addition, the concern of natural reward strategy is ordinary situations that one may 

feel motivated and inherently rewarded since he/she enjoy doing the task or engaging an activity 
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(Houghton & Neck, 2006; Manz & Neck, 2004; Manz & Sims, 2001). The last strategy 

primarily interested in how individuals can build constructive thought patterns regarding daily 

lives and responsibilities, and the influence of thoughts on one’s moods, behaviors and actions. 

Considering the concept of self-leadership and its strategies, Hauschildt and Konradt (2012) 

suggest that individuals with the ability of self-leadership tend to act more team and goal 

oriented, proactive and flexible. Moreover, Trusler (2018) features the idea of teams that are 

formed with individuals that are able to lead themselves are able to build commitment and trust 

among them, and more importantly they believe one another to accomplish their tasks and 

goals. Consequently, in our study we believe that we may find a relationship between self-

leadership ability and team performance. 

We also would like to highlight the necessity of conceiving the organizations as social 

entities, formed with different individuals, characteristics, experiences and frames of 

references. Since Bales (1950) mentioned groups have both task and emotional components, 

the “sets of emotions” can be considered as crucial ingredients in order to form dependence and 

cohesion among the team (Zurcher, 1982, p. 18). Both in teams and organizations in general, 

the daily interactions of members can create dynamic and complex relationships, and 

sometimes these relationships may lead challenges on decision-making, conflicting ideas or 

crisis situation. 

For our study, the important point that needs special attention is how individuals manage 

their emotions and maintain their self-discipline for self-leadership ability in order to sustain 

their presence in the team effectively. The perception toward organizations that we mentioned 

in the previous paragraph may lead us to our third concept which is emotional intelligence (EI). 

It can be defined as the ability of recognizing, expressing and monitoring the one’s own and 

others emotions, and using them effectively to plan, motivate and achieve for one’s life 

(Salovey & Mayer, 1990). The concept enables individuals to realize and control their emotions 

so that they can use their emotions for reaching high level of social interaction, engaging 

productive relationships, achievements and activities in their everyday lives (Turnipseed, 

2018). It might be interpreted as EI is generally related with the ability to self-regulate emotions, 

while self-leadership is primarily concerned with the ability to self-regulate thought process 

and behaviors. However, since emotions have powerful effect on the cognitive process and 

behaviors, there might be an interaction between emotional intelligence and self-leadership 

concepts (D’Intino et al., 2007). Hence, as Houghton et al. (2012) argued, individuals, whose 
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level of emotional intelligence are high, may able to control and balance their emotions, thus 

they would presumably be more competent and efficient in leading themselves.  

1.3  Research Issues and Research Questions 

It has been mentioned that the pressure of today’s competitive market pushes 

organizations to employ cautions and activities that would help to enhance effectiveness and 

sustain their advantaged positions (Jones & Linderman, 2014), therefore we believe that highly 

performing teams can be a useful tool for competing effectively in current conditions. In other 

words, if organizations seek to catch up the new trends of the global world, they need to 

consider the potential benefits of the teams and make effort to increase the level of performance 

of those teams. 

As we outlined throughout the problem discussion section, many firms are trying to 

engage with a new style that focuses on making the employees more powerful to take serious 

responsibilities regarding their actions and attitudes in organizations (Pearce & Manz, 2005). 

In particular, we discussed this style as the concept of self-leadership and presented its 

necessities for individuals, therefore teams and their performance. Next, we introduced the 

concept of emotional intelligence that can help individuals to recognize and regulate their 

emotions in their social environment. Consequently, we believe that we can explore a 

relationship between the level of emotional intelligence and the ability for self-leadership.  

These three concepts, team performance, self-leadership and emotional intelligence, are 

highly popular topics in the research field, and there are various studies that investigate their 

relationship in pairs or separately. However, there is, to our knowledge, no research that 

examines the interaction of these three concepts together, particularly focusing on each one of 

their dimensions and strategies in detail as we planned.       

Consequently, given the research issue, our desired end is to build an integrated 

conceptual model by presenting the idea of how individuals’ level of emotional intelligence has 

an effect on developing and maintaining the ability for self-leadership; and how these 

emotionally intelligent individuals’ self-leadership ability can contribute team performance.  
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Therefore, we ask;  

Research Question 

What is the relationship between individuals’ emotional intelligence and their self-

leadership ability in the context of team performance? 

In order to answer this broad research question, two sub-questions are also designed 

for narrowing down to specific objectives, therefore we will try to investigate a relationship 

between individuals’ level of emotional intelligence and their ability of self-leadership. Thus 

we ask; 

Sub question 1: 

How does the individuals’ emotional intelligence influence their ability for self-

leadership? 

In order to answer the main research question, we also try to find a relationship 

between emotionally intelligent individuals’ ability for self- leadership and team performance. 

Therefore, we ask; 

Sub question 2: 

How does the emotionally intelligent individuals’ self-leadership ability influence 
team performance? 

 

 
1.4 Purpose and Added Value 
 

The main purpose of this thesis is to investigate relationship between the concepts of 

team performance, self-leadership and emotional intelligence. From the very first day of our 

research, we believe that our main contribution to the scientific research is grounded in the fact 

that, according to our knowledge, our three concepts have not been related and studied together 

in previous organizational studies in detailed as the way we planned. As we reach to chapter 

six and build our desired connection between our concepts, we believe that we can demonstrate 

an insight for understanding the behaviors and actions of individuals in the context of team 

performance; thus we may introduce a new perspective both scholars and practitioners. In 

addition to this, in chapter five, we also introduce our vision for understanding the concept of 

team performance. Since there is, to our knowledge, no consensus for measuring performance 

and there are various indicators that are used for helping to interpret team performance in 
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scientific research area, (Woerkom & Croon, 2009); we made a decision on using team 

communication, team trust, team learning and team creativity together to comprehend team 

performance. We believe that our perspective will also bring new insights about team 

performance concept and make important contribution to the scientific area.  

For scholars, we believe that linking the concepts and building a model over them might 

help to improve the the literature of team performance, self-leadership and emotional 

intelligence. Thus, our desired conceptualization may work as an initiative for further theories, 

which may explain the dynamics among the concepts, and then hopefully empirical testing.  

 In addition, for practitioners, our study might be essential if the anticipated relationships 

are true within the real-life organizational context. We are aware of the fact that our suggested 

links among the concepts need to be tested with an empirical study, but still we believe that at 

the end of our conceptualization, we would provide beneficial insights for practitioners to 

consider the teams and their performance in the organizations in more detail, especially in 

individual levels, since during the study we will try to  provide details of individuals’ ability 

for self-leadership and its strategies, and emotional intelligence and its competencies.  

1.5  Thesis Scope and Possible Limitations 

As we mentioned in the previous sections so far, we will be focusing on the concepts of 

emotional intelligence, self-leadership, and team performance. Each of the concepts will be 

elaborated in detail by highlighting the related theoretical frameworks and model, and then their 

possible relations will be discussed with the help of relevant literatures in further chapters of 

this research. 

When we think about the whole research process ahead of us, time might be our first 

limitation. Since our overall objective is investigating a relationship between three concepts 

and overbuilding a model; we have to dig deeper for relevant literature and this requires a lot 

of time, however we believe that with a concrete and strict time plan, we can accomplish our 

research objectives. As aforementioned, the concepts are not studied together before, so we 

believe that conducting a conceptual study would be an appropriate step for further possible 

empirical studies to test our model and hypothesis.  

The second possible limitation could arise at the inquiry of the adequate literature stage. 

Since we will build our research upon the literature view, obtaining suitable sources is crucial 

for the progression of our study. For us it is vital to find valid and related sources to explain the 
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concepts separately then build a model onto them. So, the possible limit might be not finding 

excessive literature about these concepts. 

1.6 Thesis Outline 
	

In this section, we would like to introduce our thesis outline to demonstrate the structure 

and the content of our work. As we planned so far, our thesis work will be consisted of seven 

chapters as follows.  

The first chapter is our introductory part that we provide the background information 

related with our study in order to give general idea to the readers about our relevant concepts. 

Then, we discuss the relevant problems regarding our three concepts, and provide more specific 

information with the help of literatures. Furthermore, we specifically indicate our research 

issues, questions and sub-questions in order to create a clear frame of our study. At the end of 

this part, we mention the scope our study, and touch upon some possible delimitations relating 

to our study.  

 The second chapter generally interested in our methodological approach. As mentioned 

before, our desired end is to reach an integrated model of separate concepts, therefore we 

introduce our study as a conceptual research and we elaborate how our conceptual model could 

be built from theoretical data. Further in this chapter, we present our inquiry process for finding 

relevant literature. Lastly, we made sure about our ethical concerns for further parts of the study.  

Within the next three chapters we evaluate our concepts separately. Firstly, we will 

discuss emotional intelligence. We will introduce its historical development and differences 

between emotional intelligence and IQ for deeper understandings.  Then, as investigated during 

the literature review process, we describe highly recognized concept which called Ability-

Based Model by Mayer and Salovey (1997) comprise of four dimensions as emotional 

perception, facilitating cognition, emotional understanding and emotional management. 

Furthermore, we want to elaborate the work of Daniel Goleman (1995) and his highly 

recognized Mixed Model with four dimensions as self-awareness, self-management, social 

awareness and relationship management. 

 In the fourth chapter, we are planning to introduce and discuss the concept of self-

leadership. During this chapter, we would like to start by mentioning some historical details of 

the concepts then we will move to strategies of self-leadership. According to our literature 

review so far, self-leadership is a multidimensional theoretical approach and can be examined 

in three levels of strategy which are behavior focus strategy, natural reward strategy, and 
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constructive thought pattern strategies (Trusler, 2018; Hauschildt & Konradt, 2012; Ho & 

Nesbit, 2013; Houghton et al., 2012; Mahembe et al., 2013; Politis, 2015; Stewart et al., 2011). 

Since our main objective is building a model in logical and solid ground, we would like to 

support our arguments by using theoretical point of views, thus in this chapter we are planning 

to use self-regulation and social cognitive theory.  Simply put, during the fourth chapter, the 

readers would meet with our second concept and investigate its deeper meaning.  

During the fifth chapter, we provide some insights regarding team, and elaborate the 

concept of team performance. Furthermore, in this chapter we also introduce our perspective 

for understanding team performance with the support of team communication, team trust, team 

learning and team creativity to our readers.  

The sixth chapter is planned as the heart of our research which we are aiming to make 

a synthesis of our concepts, emotional intelligence, self-leadership and team performance, 

within an integrated model. By doing this, we are planning to provide an understanding of how 

individuals’ emotional intelligence is related with their ability of self-leadership, and how 

emotionally intelligent individuals’ self-leadership ability has an impact on team performance. 

In our perspective, the essential detail is to build the model in a logical and persuasive 

connections of the separated concepts. Hence, in this chapter we present our logical hypotheses 

in order to shed light on the connection of our three concepts.  

 In the last chapter, we would like to answer our research question and sub-questions by 

using our desired conceptual model. We will point out the limits that we possibly encounter 

with during the research process. Lastly, we evaluate our work by mentioning our contributions 

and offer some implications for future scholars and organizations. 
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2 Methodological Approach 
 
2.1  Conceptual Research 
 

Regarding the methodological approach of our thesis, we tried to figure out which 

research and methodological approach could fit and address our research issue. Then, by doing 

literature review, we became aware of that current theories and studies do not represent or 

explain in detail the link between level of emotional intelligence and its effect on individuals’ 

ability for self- leadership in the context of team performance. Even so, the concepts of 

emotional intelligence, self-leadership, team performance have been studied previously in the 

scientific studies separately. During our research, our aim is to propose a relationship between 

these distinct concepts and create an integrated and a logical model.  

Hereby, we evaluate our situation and concepts, and find plausible to employ the study 

by using conceptual research model. Conceptual research can be interpreted as study without 

data since the papers dedicate themselves to answer the questions “so what?” or “who cares?” 

by integrating and providing new relationship among existing concepts or theories (Gilson & 

Goldberg, 2015; Whetten, 1989). According to Cropanzano (2009) the aim of a conceptual 

paper is not building a theory; rather it can make contribution and distinguish itself from 

reviews by answering the most of important question which is “what’s new?”. As we are also 

going to do, in conceptual papers the authors try to build a connection between existing theories, 

concepts or models, by using different disciplines, studies, perspectives, or empirical data to 

“broaden the scope of our thinking” (Gilson & Goldberg, 2015, p. 128).  

2.2  Building a Conceptual Model 

Our research endeavor is to demonstrate a model with the distinct concepts, which are 

emotional intelligence, self-leadership and team performance, by linking a relationship between 

them. As Jaccard and Jacoby talks about concept in their book, the concepts provide us 

“rudimentary understanding of reality” (2010, p.14). In this perspective, when the reader meets 

with them separately, the understanding towards the reality might be limited. For a deeper 

understanding what they suggest is “It is only when concepts are placed into relationship with 

each other that they move us toward achieving a deeper understanding of our reality” (2010, 

p.14). Therefore, our conceptual model will follow first the connection between the level of 

emotional intelligence and its effects on self-leadership ability. Then, a relationship between 

emotionally intelligent individuals’ self-leadership ability and team performance will be 
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investigated. We believe that our question of how would help us to connect those separated 

concepts to build a logical framework for deeper understanding, and more importantly for 

future empirical studies. 

 When we consider our research concepts and their possible relationship, we made sure 

that our goal here is not building a theory, rather building an in integrated model for future 

studies to create a basic framework. Still, in our research to find a logical ground for our 

conceptualization, we will use theoretical frameworks from existing literature. In compare to 

theory-building researches and their questions of who, when, what, where, why and how 

(Wacker, 1998); we would ask ‘how’ question in order to deduce an explanation and reveal the 

relationship among them. For our study, it is necessary to find explicit and ensuring answers 

towards the questions, since the aim is building a consistent model. This gives also a clue about 

the purpose of our study and the design that we follow which is exploratory research design 

since we are aiming to gain insights and shed light on possible relationships among our 

concepts. As we planned, throughout our research, the academic literature is employed for 

finding “logical deductive reasoning to draw conclusions” (Geretti & Mahnken, 2018, p. 10) 

regarding the theoretical perspectives that may connect our distinct concepts. Therefore, as 

Saunders et al. discuss deductive approach as “...research starts with theory, often developed 

from your reading of the academic literature, and you design a research strategy to test the 

theory” (2016, p.145), therefore the path we follow for inquiry is more suitable with deductive 

reasoning which enable us to deduce from theories, making analytical interpretations and build 

relationship among our concepts (Patton, 2002).  

2.3  The Inquiry Process of Pertinent Literature 

 
 We are aware of that choosing the suitable literature is an important matter in order to 

base our study upon a solid ground. Since we are trying to make a conceptual model to provide 

clear understandings and broader scope of thinking for our readers, the process of literature 

inquiry becomes more challenging and crucial in terms of building an explicit, logical and 

accessible model. It is important that we need to ensure transparency regarding the inquiry 

process of pertinent literature, otherwise it can be difficult to assess the validity and the value 

of both our research and model. Therefore, now we want to present our process of choosing the 

right literature to the readers of our study.  
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Identifying the Relevant Literature 

 It can be said that the journey of our thesis has started due to our personal interest in 

both self-leadership and emotional intelligence concepts. After making some research and read 

some articles about these two concepts, we also decided to take into consideration the concept 

of team performance to make our study more valuable and valid. When we agreed upon the 

final version regarding the topic of our research, the process of collecting and identifying the 

suitable literature has begun. Since we adopt conceptual research approach, the validity and 

credibility of the literature has vital role for our study. Therefore, we used primarily the 

“OneSearch” search engine that is offered by Linnaeus University Library website in order to 

gain access to the literature. We also employed one of the highly used academic search engine 

which is “Google Scholar”, and this engine provides important information regarding the 

articles’ popularity by giving number of citations. This information helped us to identify 

credible and highly recognized literature relevant to our research field. 

In order to find pertinent literature for our topic within the search engines, we used our 

concepts as keywords “Team Performance”; “Self-leadership”; “Emotional Intelligence” to 

obtain general ideas on each. Then, to investigate their relationship we searched by using the 

keywords as “Self-leadership” AND “Emotional Intelligence”; “Team Performance” AND 

“Self-leadership”. Because our self-leadership and emotional intelligence concepts are 

grounded in 1980-1990s, we then tried to search for more recent studies to have an idea about 

current research field. In particular, for emotional intelligence concept we reviewed the work 

of Cherniss et al. (2006) and Goleman (2004); and for self-leadership we benefit from Houghton 

and Neck (2006) and Alves et al. (2006). 

After we collected the relevant literature by using the keywords, we also considered the 

relevant cited articles within the collected papers. By doing so, we could find more valid and 

credible literature regarding the relevant concepts. For the next step, we read carefully the 

abstracts of the articles that we gathered, and continued to read the whole study if we considered 

as relevant in order to use their valuable information and empirical findings within our thesis. 

Eventually, we identified highly recognized literature about team performance (e.g., Salas et 

al., 2008; de Vries et al., 2006; Jones & George, 1998; Prati et al., 2003; Ellis et al., 2003; 

Woerkom & Croon, 2009), self -leadership (e.g., Manz, 1983, 1986; Houghton & Neck, 2006; 

Manz and Neck, 1999; Manz and Sims, 2001; Stewart et al., 2011) and emotional intelligence 

(e.g., Mayer & Salovey, 1997; Goleman, 1995, 1998; Goleman, Boyatzis & McKee, 2004).  
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Ensuring Validity and Credibility of our Research 

As aforementioned, we want to ensure validity and credibility of our research, and build 

understandable and logical conceptual model for both our readers and further possible studies. 

After having critical literature review, we decided to include the mentioned literature because 

these are highly recognized and primary sources in their particular concepts. In addition, even 

though some of them have written long ago, their theories and findings are still valid and 

discussed in today’s research field, so they are suitable for the purpose of our thesis. As a 

consequence of a critical review of valuable literature and consideration of their fit to our study, 

we believe that we built a solid foundation for our conceptual model. 

For the field of emotional intelligence, we identified Salovey and Mayer (1990, 1997), 

Goleman (1995, 1996, 2001), Cherniss et al. (2000, 2006), Prati et al. (2003), Boyatzis, 

Goleman and Rhee (2000), and Goleman, Boyatzis and Mckee (2004) as credible authors. In 

addition, they have different perspectives about the emotional intelligence concept. While 

Salovey and Mayer (1990, 1997) generally interested in Ability Based Model for emotional 

intelligence, Goleman (1995, 1996, 2001), Boyatzis, Goleman and Rhee (2000), and Goleman, 

Boyatzis and Mckee (2004) approach emotional intelligence by studying and developing Mix 

Model and its competencies. Furthermore, Cherniss (2000) and Cherniss et al. (2006) approach 

emotional intelligence in a broader perspective by questioning its matter, history and 

background. Lastly, Prati et al. (2003) approach emotional intelligence in a different angle by 

including leadership effectiveness and team outcomes. We believe that including different 

angles, perspectives and years of study can contribute the credibility and the validity of our 

research at the same time provides a logical understanding for our readers.  

When we move on to self-leadership concept, we kept our persistence on finding 

credible and relevant sources for our research. Manz (1983, 1986), Houghton and Neck (2006), 

Stewart (2011), Yun et al. (2006), Manz and Neck (1999), Alves et al. (2006), Manz and Sims 

(1989, 1996, 2001) and Carver and Scheier (1998) are the studies that we think as impactful 

and credible to employ in our study. In particular, Manz (1983, 1986), Manz and Neck (1999) 

and Manz and Sims (1989, 1996, 2001) are the sources that we used for building the structure 

of our self-leadership chapter. These studies generally discuss the history of the self-leadership, 

employee empowerment, and self-leadership strategies in detail. The reason we used for both 

old and more contemporary sources is to compare them to see what is new in this area. In 

addition, the work of Carver and Scheier (1998) helped us to understand self-leadership in 

theory of self-regulation point of view. Lastly, the research of Houghton and Neck (2006) is 
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one of the studies that we addressed the most since it is comprehensive and explanatory research 

by including different theories, empirical studies and point of views. We decided to use these 

studies after doing long literature review and checking their number of citations. Eventually we 

realize that they are highly recognized and valid in scientific research area.  

Regarding the literature of team performance, at first we had some challenges on 

specifying the dimensions of the concept. There are studies to measure team performance by 

trust (Erdem & Atsan, 2003), creativity (Boies et al., 2015), communication and job satisfaction 

(de Vries et al., 2006), and innovation and efficiency (Bouwmans et al., 2017), information 

sharing (Mesmer-Magnus, J. R., & DeChurch, L. A., 2009), team design features (Stewart, 

2006). After reading about every one of them, we decided to build our model to contribute 

scientific area. During the literature review, we tried to come up with different relationships 

and logic among these indicators. After we came to a consensus with four indicators 

(communication, trust, learning and creativity) we built our model. For team communication 

we used de Vries et al. (2006), Van den Hooff and De Ridder (2004), Gonzalez-Rom and 

Hernandez, (2014); for team trust we employed Prati, Douglas and Ferris (2003), Jones and 

George (1998) and Erdem et al. (2003); for team learning we generally used Ellis et al. (2003), 

Van Woerkom and Van Engen (2009), Woerkom and Croon (2009); for team creativity we 

used DiLiello and Houghton (2006), Cirella et al. (2014), Prati et al. (2003) and Reiter-Palmon 

and Illies (2004). As indicated, during this process we tried to include more contemporary 

studies to our study. Since we also try to build our model, we find reasonable to employ recent 

approaches to create a more modern and valid understanding about our perspective on team 

performance.  

 

2.4 Ensuring Ethical Concerns 

Because of our research topic itself and having limited time frame, we will not conduct 

any empirical study. Therefore, we will not face with the ethical issues which are related with 

confidentiality or anonymity.   

 However, throughout the research process we will conduct literature review in every 

part of the study. Therefore, it is a must for us to follow the rules for Harvard style in-text 

citation and referencing as determined by Linnaeus University. So, in our side, the most 

important ethical concern is about any related issue with plagiarism.   
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 Another point on ethicality is the credibility and validity of the sources that we are 

planning to use in our study. Since, we will work on three distinct concepts, and planning to 

build a logical and integrated model for contributing the literature, it is vital to find and use 

credible, valid and compatible sources with our research issue. 
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3 The Concept of Emotional Intelligence  
 

“It is very important to understand that emotional intelligence is not the opposite of 

intelligence, it is not the triumph of heart overhead--it is the unique intersection of both” 

David Caruso 

As a departure point for our three main concepts, we would like to start with the concept 

of emotional intelligence. In this chapter, we will discuss the historical background of EI, 

identify the differences between IQ and EI, and elaborate two highly recognized EI models 

proposed by Salovey and Mayer, and Goleman with their dimensions in order to provide solid 

understanding to make necessary synthesis between the concepts and build our conceptual 

model in further chapters.   

 

3.1 Background of Emotional Intelligence 
 
 Even though many psychologists have begun to focus their studies on to cognitive 

aspects of intelligence, such as memory and problem-solving at the beginnings, there were also 

some researchers who have touched upon the importance of non-cognitive aspects (Cherniss, 

2000).  For instance, as one of the roots of emotional intelligence (EI), Thorndike and Stein 

(1937) made some studies about ‘social intelligence’ in the late thirties. Also David Wechsler 

(1940) argued in his study that there are some ‘non-intellective’ factors (such as personal and 

social factors) that affect intelligent behavior rather than intellectual ones. However, these early 

pioneers’ studies have been overlooked for some reasons until the eighties (Cherniss, 2000), 

and Gardner (1983) rose this concept again and touched upon ‘multiple intelligence’. He argued 

that intrapersonal and interpersonal intelligences are equally important as the other types of 

intelligence that measured by IQ (Gardner, 1983).  

In the nineties, Salovey and Mayer (1990), and Goleman (1995) made significant 

studies regarding the concept of EI. Salovey and Mayer are the first researchers that put together 

the terms of ‘emotion’ and ‘intelligence’, and they defined emotional intelligence explicitly as 

“a type of social intelligence that involves the ability to monitor one’s own and others’ 

emotions, to discriminate among them, and to use the information to guide one’s thinking and 

actions” (Mayer & Salovey, 1993, p.433). Salovey and Mayer, and Goleman also contributed 

highly recognized models to the EI literature. They defined the characteristics of emotional 

intelligence by introducing the Ability-Based Model (Salovey & Mayer, 1997), and Mixed 

Model (Goleman, 1995). According to our extensive literature review that we have done so far, 
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interests of researchers to the concept of emotional intelligence have increased highly from the 

beginnings of two-thousands to these days. Yet, as we have seen, the contributions of Salovey 

and Mayer, and Goleman to the EI literature are still valid, and used by the considerable number 

of researches. Therefore, we have also decided to take benefit from those two highly recognized 

models, Ability-Based and Mixed Models, for our study, and the models will be elaborated 

further in this chapter in order to provide deeper insights regarding EI concept.  

EI versus IQ 

 As we talked about at the previous part, some researchers have made studies regarding 

the notions of EI and IQ, and there are still ongoing debates about which one is more important 

and useful compare to one another. Now, we want to shed some lights on this comparison. By 

doing so, we believe that we also provide clarification regarding why we choose emotional 

intelligence as one of the main concepts for our study. 

Goleman (1996) took this debate into consideration in his book and argued that EI is as 

important as IQ by saying; “in a sense we have two brains, two minds and two different kinds 

of intelligence: rational and emotional. How we do in life is determined by both, it is not just 

IQ, but emotional intelligence that matters” (p.28). Even, Darling and Walker (2001) took this 

debate one step further and they claimed that “It has recently been concluded that one's social 

intelligence or emotional intelligence may be just as important as intelligence quotient (IQ) for 

being successful in today's business environment. In some cases, these different concepts of 

intelligence may be more important than IQ” (p.235). For more clarifications about these two 

notions, Goleman (2001) stated in his book that IQ is more related with individuals’ cognitive 

process and technical expertise while Cherniss et al. (2006) mentioned that EI can be considered 

with two broad dimensions which are “awareness and management of one’s own emotions, and 

awareness and management of the emotions of others” (p.242). Basically, the first dimension 

concerns self-regulation abilities, and the second one includes social skills (Cherniss et al., 

2006).  

Consequently, we are aware of that these two intelligence, EI and IQ, are both crucial 

for individuals’ life. However, since the emotional intelligence is more related with self-

regulation of emotions and social skills of individuals similar to self-leadership, we believe that 

studying emotional intelligence is more suitable for our research and during the further sections 

we will try to express its relevance in detail.  
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3.2 Understanding of Emotional Intelligence 
 
 “The scope of emotional intelligence includes the verbal and nonverbal appraisal and 

expression of emotion, the regulation of emotion in the self and others, and the utilization of 

emotional content in problem solving” (Mayer & Salovey, 1993, p.433). As it is understood 

from the scope of emotional intelligence, emotional regulation is an important factor among the 

emotionally intelligent individuals (Prati et al., 2003). Here, it might be necessary to remember 

the idea that organizations are dynamic entities with full of individuals’ interaction. Therefore, 

producing emotional impulses become inevitable in those settings. Most of time, we may tend 

to hide our special crisis moments from our surroundings and in that moments regulating 

emotions through emotional intelligence works as a guard for us. Therefore, as Ashforth and 

Humphrey (1995) mentioned that the notion of emotion cannot be separated from the 

organizational work environment, process of regulation plays a key role among the individuals 

because the high level of emotional intelligence may provide ability for individuals to “order 

priorities, practice discretion in their actions, and fit in as group and organizational members” 

(Prati et al., 2003, p.22). 

 Speaking of emotions and actions of individuals, we believe that it is important to touch 

upon briefly our second main concept, self-leadership, as a clue for the readers to lead their way 

towards our desired ending model. As aforementioned, EI is mostly associated with the 

regulation of one’s own and other people’s emotions whereas self-leadership ability is generally 

concerned with the regulation of thought process and behaviors (D’Intino et al., 2007). In their 

study, D’Intino et al. (2007) argued that emotions, and thought process and behaviors cannot 

be considered as separate concepts because emotions have an inevitable impact on cognitive 

process and behaviors. Therefore, they claimed that emotional intelligence and self-leadership 

are the two concepts that are interrelated with one another. However, this relationship will be 

investigated in depth at the sixth chapter where we link our main concepts to each other and 

build our conceptual model in order to provide better understandings. 

3.2.1 Models of Emotional Intelligence 

 After having discussed about the background of emotional intelligence, how it can be 

distinguished from IQ, and its basic features regarding regulation of emotion, now we would 

like to introduce two highly recognized emotional intelligence models which are Ability-Based 

Model from Mayer and Salovey in 1997, and Mixed Model proposed by Goleman in 1995. 

These models are still considered as valid, and used by many researchers in their studies. 
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Therefore, we strongly believe that these models may also help us to present better 

understandings regarding the emotional intelligence and provide solid foundation for the 

synthesis of our main concepts further in the study. 

Ability-Based Model  

 Even though there are some earlier works and definitions regarding emotional 

intelligence, Mayer and Salovey found them vague and they thought those definitions need to 

be revised. Therefore, they redefined emotional intelligence as follows “involves the ability to 

perceive accurately, appraise, and express emotion; the ability to access and/or generate 

feelings when they facilitate thought; the ability to understand emotion and emotional 

knowledge; and the ability to regulate emotions to promote emotional and intellectual growth” 

(Mayer & Salovey, 1997, p.10). They, then, gathered these four skills and proposed their model 

which consists of perception of emotion, facilitation of thought, understanding emotions, and 

managing emotions.  

• Perception of Emotion 

 It can be described as the ability to identify and perceive emotions in one’s and other 

people’s feelings, thoughts, and behaviors. At this stage, it is also important that individuals are 

able to express their emotions accurately depending on specific context and culture (Mayer et 

al. 2016) because they can make discrimination between accurate versus inaccurate or honest 

versus dishonest expressions of feeling. 

• Facilitation of Thought  

This branch is more about how our emotions can help thinking process (i.e. intellectual 

processing). At this branch, individuals are able to generate and take benefit from emotions in 

order to facilitate cognitive processes. Since they are aware of their emotionality, they can 

leverage their “mood swings” in order to produce different cognitive perspectives and facilitate 

thinking process (for example, positivism can trigger creativity.) (Mayer et al., 2016, p.5) 

 

• Understanding Emotions 

 This branch is about understanding emotions and using emotional knowledge. At this 

stage, individuals are able to interpret, understand, and label complex emotions with their 

causes and consequences in order to understand how a person can feel under the specific 

condition or in the future (Mayer et al. 2016). 
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• Managing Emotions 

 Individuals are now able to decide on engaging or detaching from emotion according to 

its utility. Also they have ability to manage their own and others’ positive and negative 

emotions effectively in order to achieve desired outcomes. 

 As it is seen, the perspective of Ability-Based Model could be more considered at the 

intra-individual level. So, now we would like to introduce the other important model which is 

more related with both personal and social perspective. 

 

Mix Model 
 
 This second highly recognized and famous model was first introduced by Goleman 

(1995, 1998). In his study, he identified a mix of twenty-five emotional intelligence 

competencies by dividing into five clusters which are the combination of personal competencies 

(self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation) and social competencies (empathy, social skills). 

After his pioneer work, this model and its competencies were reconsidered and reclassified by 

Boyatzis, Goleman and Rhee (2000), and Goleman, Boyatzis and Mckee (2004). They reduced 

the number of competencies, and reorganized the number of clusters. So, the final version of 

Goleman’s model consists of personal competence (Self-Awareness and Self-Management) 

that is related with how we manage ourselves, and social competence (Social Awareness and 

Relationship Management) that is about how we manage relationships (Goleman et al., 

2004).  Now, we would like to explain these four clusters and their competencies for deeper 

understandings. 

 

Self-Awareness  

 It means that being aware and having a true understanding of one’s emotions, and also 

one’s strengths and limitations. Self-aware individuals are generally considered as realistic 

because they are honest about themselves with themselves as well as with others. It has three 

competencies; 

• Emotional Self-Awareness: this is the ability to recognize one’s own emotions and their 

impact by using gut sense as guiding decisions (Goleman et al., 2004). 

• Accurate Self-Assessment: it gives ability to recognize one’s own strengths and limits. 

Also it provides an awareness regarding when an individual need to call for help, or 

make decision for which parts need to be improved (Goleman et al., 2004). 
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• Self-Confidence: it can be described as having strong sense of one’s self-worth and 

capabilities. In this case, it also provides determination in terms of choosing the right 

course of action to accomplish a task (Goleman, 1998). 

 

Self-Management 

 It can be explained as having ability to manage one’s own emotions and impulses, and 

being able to regulate and control one’s own feelings in stressful conditions (Goleman, 1998). 

Self-Management has six competencies; 

• Emotional Self-Control: it is being able to control own emotions, especially the 
disruptive ones (Goleman et al., 2004). 
 

• Transparency: it is about maintaining integrity and acting consistently with one’s 
character. It also involves being open to communicate with others about one’s feelings 
and values in sincere and honest manner (Goleman et al., 2004). 
 

• Adaptability: it can be described as being flexible and able to adapt changing situations 
or environments without losing focus or energy (Goleman et al., 2004). 

 
• Achievement Orientation: this competency can be described as having a natural drive 

in order to achieve goals and improve performances to meet inner standards of 
excellence (Goleman et al., 2004). 

 
• Initiative: is about being ready to act in order to seize (or create) opportunities rather 

than simply waiting for them (Goleman et al., 2004). 
 

• Optimism: is described as the ability to pursue goals in spite of obstacles or setbacks.  
            Also it gives ability to expect positive things from the future (Goleman et al., 2004).  
 

Social Awareness 

 This dimension is about the understanding how others feel. It gives an ability to 

recognize others’ emotions, and attune us to react accordingly (Goleman et al., 2004). Social 

Awareness includes the following competencies; 

 

• Empathy: it is considered as the fundamental competency of social awareness. 
(Goleman et al., 2004). It can be described as understanding others’ feelings and 
perspectives, and caring actively about their concerns through evaluating the verbal and 
non-verbal cues since people seldom express their emotions openly (Goleman, 1998). 
 

• Organizational Awareness: it is about having ability to understand and read 
organization’s issues, social networks, dynamics, and politics (Goleman et al., 2004). 
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• Service Orientation: In this competency, individuals are willing to help or serve others 

(followers, clients or customers), and also they make themselves available for possible 
needed situations (Goleman et al., 2004). 
 

Relationship Management  

 It can be described as the ability to motivate and help other people in order to move 

them in the right direction and improve others’ personal development. Friendliness plays an 

important role at this process (Goleman et al., 2004). Relationship Management includes 

following competencies; 

• Developing Others: it could be described as being able to feel others’ development and 
their abilities, and encourage them through feedback and guidance (Goleman et al., 
2004). 
 

• Inspirational Leadership: this competency is about being example and guidance for 
others, providing enthusiastic environment for a common mission, and motivating or 
inspiring them with a compelling vision (Goleman et al., 2004). 

 

•  Influence: is about the having an effective persuasion ability on others in order to gain 
support or accomplish specific tasks.  
 

• Change Catalyst: this competency could be described as being able to initiate, manage, 
and lead changing processes effectively (Goleman et al., 2004). 

 

• Conflict Management: is being able to manage conflicts or disagreements when they 
occur, and prevent them from happening or growing. 
 

• Teamwork and Collaboration: this can be described as the ability to work with others 
in collaborative way and to be respectful in order not to harm group dynamics. 
 

In conclusion, related with the model that we have described above, Boyatzis, Goleman, 

and Rhee (2000) offered following definition for emotional intelligence; “Emotional 

intelligence is observed when a person demonstrates the competencies that constitute self-

awareness, self-management, social awareness and social skills at appropriate times and ways 

in sufficient frequency to be effective in the situation” (p.3). 
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3.3 Our View Regarding the Models 
 
 Through the discussion of two highly recognized models, we believe that we provide an 

extensive understanding regarding emotional intelligence concept. By offering different 

dimensions and competencies, each model gives us an ability for deeper evaluation of the 

concept. Now, we would like to make it clear for readers that which one of the models is more 

appropriate for the purpose of our thesis.  

As aforementioned, our aim in this study is to explain relationship between individuals’ 

emotional intelligence and their self-leadership ability, and their effect on team performance. 

Even though self-leadership and team performance concepts will be elaborated in further 

chapters, so far we briefly touched upon them in introduction. Thus, it can be understood that 

self-leadership concept is more related with the personal effectiveness and self-regulation in 

terms of its three dimensions (behavior focus strategy, natural reward strategy, and constructive 

thought pattern strategy) while the concept of team and its performance build upon the social 

skills of individuals. As we discussed at the previous part, while the Ability-based Model 

focuses mostly on individual perspectives, the Mix Model embraces both personal and social 

dimensions of emotional intelligence through their important competencies. Therefore, 

adoption of Goleman’s Mix Model is more suitable for the sake of our study because we believe 

that Mix Model and its various competencies allow us to make more comprehensive 

interpretations and synthesis between our main concepts.  

Critiques regarding Emotional Intelligence  

Even though there are considerable amount of benefits of emotional intelligence for 

individuals, we acknowledge the fact that there are also some researchers who expressed 

opinions against the concept of emotional intelligence. For instance, in her study, Waterhouse 

(2006), she argued that there are some conflicting constructs about EI because of the 

multiplicity of views. Also, Waterhouse, and Matthews et al. (2002) questioned the validity of 

EI both in real-world success and scientific field. However, in their article Cherniss, Extein, 

Goleman, and Weissberg (2006), they respond Waterhouse’s opinions by mentioning that “... 

at this early stage of the theory’s development, the generation of several versions of EI theory 

is a sign of vitality in the field not a weakness” (p.239). Also, they argued that these conflicting 

constructs contribute for characterizing EI theory and “... researchers have made progress 

during the last few years in clearing up some of the most troublesome sources of confusion” 
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(Cherniss et al., 2006, p.240). For the second claim of Waterhouse (2006) and Matthews et al. 

(2002), Cherniss et al. (2006) argued that they ignore the importance of existing empirical 

studies and there are many researches that support and prove scientifically the correlation 

between EI and real-world success. For instance, Rosete and Ciarrochi (2005) found significant 

relationship between EI and leadership effectiveness, Cavallo and Brienza (2004) looked at the 

relations of EI and workplace performance, and two other studies found correlation between EI 

and performance in military (Bar-On, Handley, & Fund, 2005). We are aware that these are 

only a few study examples that examined the EI concept empirically, and there are many other 

recognized and worthy literatures that found significant relationship between EI and real-world 

validity. So we, as the authors of this study, also believe that emotional intelligence is one of 

the fundamental qualifications for individuals, and it may significantly help individuals in order 

to achieve desirable outcomes in personal, social and working environments.  

As a conclusion, throughout the third chapter, we explained and discussed one of our 

main concepts which is emotional intelligence. Since the emotional intelligence is crucial for 

the success of our study, we elaborate its background, differences with IQ, and highly 

recognized models, particular attention to mix model by Goleman, in order to provide clear 

comprehensions for the integration of our concepts. Now, we want to move on by introducing 

and elaborating our second main concept; self-leadership.  
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4 The Concept of Self- Leadership 
 

He who gains victory over other men is strong;  

But he who gains a victory over himself is all powerful 

Lao Tzu 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an understanding on the concept of self-

leadership by introducing a historical overview, its three strategies (1) behavior focus strategy, 

(2) natural reward strategy and (3) constructive thought pattern strategy and theoretical 

explanations regarding self-regulation theory and social learning theory to prepare a solid 

ground for the synthesis section further in the study.  

 

4.1 Historical Context 
 

In business and management literature there is a great deal of emphasis on leadership 

and followership. In the mid-80s, a different perspective, the term self-leadership, was coined 

by Charles C. Manz in his study “as an expansion of the concept of self-management” 

(Houghton & Neck, p. 270, 2006; Manz, 1983, 1986). The concept is mainly “rooted in clinical 

self-control theory” (Houghton & Neck, 2006, p. 270; Cautela, 1969). One reason that self-

leadership can be attributed as an alternative way of leadership is that the concept implies the 

idea that the individual actions and decisions are controlled by him/herself internally, despite 

of external forces of leaders on individuals’ behavior (Stewart et al., 2011; Manz, 1986). 

  

In literature, the concept of self-leadership appears in the field of psychology especially 

in “social learning literature” (Yun et al., 2006; Bandura, 1977), “self-control literature” (Yun 

et al., 2006, p.377; Thoresen & Mahoney, 1974), and “intrinsic motivation literature” (Yun et 

al., 2006, p.377; Deci, 1975). Besides, in organizations, to increase the self-leadership 

competency, ability and behaviors among the members; management executives take self-

leadership concept into consideration and embrace the training programs (Houghton & Neck, 

2006; Neck & Manz, 1996a; Stewart et al., 1996). 
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4.2 What is Self-Leadership?  
 

According to Manz’s original definition “self-leadership is conceptualized as a process 

that encompasses behaviorally focused self- management strategies and further addresses self-

regulation of higher-level control standards to more fully recognize the role of intrinsic 

motivation” (1986, p. 595). It can also be understood as a process of self-influence that plays 

an important role for individuals to self-direct and self-motivate themselves to achieve their 

performing goals (Houghton & Neck, 2006; Manz, 1986; Manz & Neck, 2004). The term 

mainly concerned with “how people manage and lead themselves” (Stewart et al., 2011, p. 185). 

According to Alves et al. (2006), the concept of self-leadership is generally focused on 

investigating to elaborate “organizational performance through individual-dependent thinking 

and acting” (p. 342). Therefore, to analyze organizations, it might be useful to interpret the 

concept of self-leadership as an individual level of analysis (Alves et al., 2006).  

While discussing self-leadership, a key foundation worth mentioning which is 

empowering employees in “self-managed work teams” and “participative management” in 

business context (Alves et al., 2006, p. 342). According to Manz and Sims (1996), this might 

lead executives to give value on individuals’ self-leadership rather a traditional leader model as 

an outsider.  

Although, as mentioned that the self-leadership concept is indicated in different 

literature and tried to use in organizational training programs, there are still problems and 

criticism that need to be showed up. According to Houghton and Neck (2006), one of the major 

problems in the concept of self-leadership is that most studies relating to the concept is 

conceptual research, and there are few empirical studies that measure the self-leadership in 

organization setting by virtue of “a valid self-leadership measurement scale has been slow to 

development” (Houghton & Neck, 2006, p. 274). Another criticism is a more common one that 

suggests the self-leadership is “... conceptually indistinct … with classic theories of motivation 

such as self-regulation” (Houghton & Neck, 2006, p. 274). Some scholars such as Markham 

(1995) also make critiques by saying that “it is possible that various aspects of self-leadership 

simply recast previous personality traits” (p. 198). However, as we will discuss further, the self-

leadership strategies might be interpreted as convenient for personal effectiveness, and 

according to some theorists the concept has “... a unique and distinguishable construct with 

respect to these related motivational and personality constructs” (Houghton & Neck, 2006, 

p.274). As the authors of this study, we may agree on the first argument of measuring scale and 
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its slow development, since the concept is considered as in the level of individuals and the 

indicators may need intense consideration. At the same time, we believe that our study may 

provide a new perspective for further studies to explore and develop new understanding towards 

self-leadership, since we are interested in firstly the relation between level of emotional 

intelligence, and ability for self-leadership; then their effect on team performance. For the 

second critique on whether the concept is similar to self-regulation or not, we believe that self-

leadership concept has some similarities with self-regulation. However, the concept and its 

strategies have more details on both behavioral and cognitive aspects, as we are going to discuss 

them in more detail in the next section.   

4.3 Self- Leadership Strategies  
 
“Let's face it—it's not always easy to do the things that we know we should. Often the sacrifices 

and effort necessary to reach our desired destinies and to become fulfilled as people present 

formidable barriers. So how do we lead ourselves over the rough roads of our life's journey? 

How do we motivate ourselves to “hang in there” when everything seems to be saying, “Give 

up, you fool—you can't do it”?” (Manz & Neck, 1999, p. 15) 

 To respond this question that the authors asked in their book named Mastering Self-

Leadership: Empowering Yourself for Personal Excellence (1999), we suggest to go on a 

journey about self-leadership strategies which are mainly “behavioral and cognitive strategies 

designed to positively influence personal effectiveness” (Houghton & Neck, 2006, p. 271).  

According to the literature review, self-leadership strategies are generally grouped into 

three categories which are behavior focus strategy, natural reward strategies, and constructive 

thought pattern strategies (Houghton & Neck, 2006; Manz & Neck, 2004; Manz & Sims, 2001; 

Prussia et al., 1998). 

4.3.1 Behavior Focus Strategy 
 
 The first strategy is mainly interested in “leading ourselves to do unattractive but 

necessary tasks” (Manz & Neck, 1999, p.16). It provides the idea that for accomplishing our 

goals, we, as individuals, lead ourselves to overcome challenges, follow necessary tasks and 

more importantly if it is needed, we make sacrifices (Manz & Neck, 1999). In the short run, for 

managing behaviors and actions, there are some methods that individuals may try to apply in 

their lives to motivate and lead themselves to overcome undesirable tasks.   
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 To go deeper, we can investigate the key terms that behavior focus strategy 

encompasses. Manz and Neck (1999) called these key terms as “self-imposed strategies”. By 

using the strategies, one can manage oneself effectively through self-imposed control and this 

can achieve with self-awareness which is the information that individuals possess about 

themselves. Hence, the self- imposed strategies are: self-observation, self-goal setting, self-

reward, self-punishment and self-cueing. 

The first self-imposed strategy is self-observation which is associated with individuals’ 

awareness on their specific behaviors and actions. The awareness might be achieved through 

asking “when, why, and under what conditions we use certain behaviors” (Manz & Neck, 1999, 

p. 22). The strategy might be meaningful to use when an individual is not able to accomplish a 

specific goal, task or a plan. The question of “why” may push the individual to observe oneself 

therefore investigate the possible distraction or any other problem that causes misleading. 

According to Houghton and Neck (2006), this strategy can be interpreted as an initial step for 

detecting the main causes of “ineffective and unproductive behaviors” (p. 271; Mahoney & 

Arnkoff, 1978, 1979; Manz & Sims, 1980; Manz & Neck, 2004); to put in a different way the 

strategy of self-observation may contribute to ability to manage one’s behaviors and actions 

(Manz & Neck, 2004).  

The next strategy is self- goal setting which might unite with self-observation method 

effectively. After individuals are equipped with the knowledge about their skills, abilities and 

experiences, they may set their goals more meaningful and effectively (Houghton & Neck, 

2006; Manz, 1986; Manz & Neck, 2004; Manz & Sims, 1980). In their book Manz and Neck 

(1999) provide their readers a scenario. According to them, life is a travel that comprises our 

personal and professional life, and the significant question that we should ask ourselves is that 

“Do you know what you are working toward?” (p. 23). This huge question may force 

individuals to question their current situation and lead them to find their way; in other words, 

their desired goals or achievements. We believe that being aware about ourselves is not enough 

for reaching our imagined position at work, quality of life or any other dreams; we need a 

specific map ahead of us to motivate and lead us towards it. Furthermore, to reach an optimal 

success we need “challenging but achievable and specific” goals to follow till the end.  

The strategy can also be supported with a study by Gary Latham and Edwin Locke 

(1991) regarding goal setting theory. In their study, the authors investigate the answers for “... 

why some people perform better on work tasks than others” which is also very related with our 

overall study (p. 213). One of the major inference of their study is if the skills and knowledge 
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of the individuals are equal, there should be another variable which might be motivational and 

they concluded their point by suggesting that the number of different research demonstrate that 

observing an increase in performance levels of individuals can be linked with depicting specific 

goals.  

Another effective method that we may consider to lead ourselves is setting self-rewards. 

The meaning of self-reward may change for each individual, it might be something simple or 

complex; or sometimes it becomes something “intangible such as mentally congratulating 

oneself for an important accomplishment ...” (Houghton & Neck, 2006, p.271). The method 

may work as a source of motivation either in undesired situations or achieving desired goals. 

For instance, after engaging and completing unattractive tasks or goals, we can congratulate 

ourselves by rewarding with any activity that we feel joy or happiness. According to Manz and 

Neck (1999) for individuals’ own motivation and effectiveness to be increased, one may have 

hard times on defining what is rewarding, then using it for rewarding the decisions, behaviors 

or actions. We believe that this is also related with self-awareness which means if an individual 

knows what is desired or unattractive for him/her, at the end of the current situation the reward 

can be meaningful to employ. In other words, individuals who are able to observe themselves 

may focus on putting realistic and desired goals to themselves. Therefore, they can channel 

their energy towards it to accomplish, then reward themselves what enjoys the most. 

Consequently, by using this method, individuals may positively affect their behaviors and 

actions to accomplish their goals. 

Self-punishment is also another method that we use for leading ourselves. Individuals 

may apply the strategy both physically, for instance punishing themselves by refusing the 

activities that create joy and working endlessly with the issue; or mentally by using the 

technique of “internal speech” saying that ‘I did a horrible job, performance, action etc. and I 

do not deserve anything’. The strategy works similar to self-reward strategy, however in this 

case individuals engage with their undesired behavior and use the approach for decreasing the 

behavior. However, according to Manz and Sims (2001), if individuals employ the method 

excessively, the feeling of guilt and making criticism may lead decrease in one’s motivation 

and efficiency. Therefore, it might be useful to mention the recommendation of Manz and Sims 

(2001) saying that “... focusing on learning and providing ourselves with corrective feedback 

and then concentrating on self-rewards for our desirable behavior will be more effective (p. 84). 
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For encouraging positive and desired behaviors, the last method that individuals use is 

self-cueing. We believe that managing the cues in our surrounding may work as a catalyzer for 

“...constructive activities and reduce or eliminate destructive ones” (Houghton & Neck, 2006, 

p. 272). The desired possible relationship between cues and individuals’ performance may be 

examined through how they abstract themselves from the things that they get annoyed and 

rearrange their surroundings with people whom they build positive relationships, or using 

simple notes, quotes, pictures that inspire them (Houghton & Neck, 2006; Manz & Sims 2001).  

To sum up, behavior-focused self-leadership strategies are mainly focused on increasing 

positive and desirable behaviors that may lead to elevate our performance and lead us to our 

goals, at the same time eliminate our undesirable actions that cause unsuccessful outcomes 

(Houghton & Neck, 2006).  

4.3.2 Natural Reward Strategy 

The second strategy of self-leadership is called natural reward strategy which concerns 

with situations that individuals feel motivated and inherently rewarded since they enjoy doing 

the task, or participating any other activity (Houghton & Neck, 2006; Manz & Neck, 2004; 

Manz & Sims, 2001). In the book of New Superleadership: Leading Others to Lead Themselves 

by Charles Manz and Henry Sims (2001); they mentioned that there are two types of rewards 

which are external reward such as a promotion or a pay raise; and natural reward. According 

to the authors’ explanation of natural reward, “It is so closely tied to a given task or activity 

that the two cannot be separated” (Manz & Sims, 2001, p. 97). In this perspective, for 

accomplishing a task, an individual may not require an external incentive when the task itself 

is enjoying and motivating for him/her, in other words the task delivers rewards naturally. Thus, 

we believe that individuals who feel that the activity/situation is inherently rewarding, this 

positive feeling of engagement may have an effect on individuals’ performance 

 According to Manz and Sims (2001), a task is more naturally rewarding when it serves 

three elements which are sense of competence, self-control and purpose. Feeling of 

competence may be illustrated as an individual who plays basketball for the first time, and 

every shot becomes a score; maybe there is no external reward such as a prize for each score, 

but still feeling of competence may influence the motivation of playing and performing 

positively because people generally tend to embrace the tasks that they perform well and feel 

competent. Therefore, the individual keeps his/her persistence on playing to get better. The 

second characteristic is feeling of self-control. For individuals, this feeling may also give 
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independence, therefore create an environment for creativity (Manz & Sims, 2001). We believe 

that when individuals feel that the current task is in their own hands, they would develop self-

confidence and engage with more positive thoughts. Also, they can orient themselves to 

observe, produce and make critiques willingly.  The last essence of naturally rewarding tasks 

is feeling of purpose which is finding a meaning of what we are doing, or trying to achieve. 

Even if the task gives the feeling of competence and self-control, it may still not be perceived 

as naturally rewarding unless individuals find their true meaning and purpose. As suggested by 

Manz and Sims (2001) “most of the gurus who describe the changing nature of work agree on 

some basic points: people do their best when they’re motivated by a sense of purpose” (p. 101). 

Therefore, we believe that if individuals are able to feel competence, self-control and purpose 

of what they are trying to do or achieve, they would be more efficient for their environment.  

 Next, we would like to introduce two natural reward strategies for overcoming the 

feeling of “... we are ‘stuck’ in a job that we really do not care for” (Manz & Sims, 2001, p. 

101). In these two strategies, self-leadership could work as an identifier of the enjoyable parts 

of the current task. We can call these strategies as “short-run” and “long-run” perspectives 

(Manz & Sims, 2001, p. 103). The short-run approach mainly focuses on present tasks and 

pushes individuals to re-design and find enjoyable and naturally rewarding sides of the given 

problem. Here, individuals may consider their way of doing the task (Manz & Sims, 2001). 

Since it is a quick solution, individuals may question their general attitude towards their duty 

and create a new way of dealing with the current situation. In addition, the long-run strategy 

may help to observe one’s own work or task over a period of time. In this case, individuals are 

responsible to comprehend their situation in a wider perspective and to make decision for their 

future. According to Manz and Sims (2001), for some cases “it might even be necessary to 

implement the ultimate self-generated job redesign—resigning and leaving our present job and 

going to work somewhere else” (p. 103) in order to change the nature of one’s work and 

environment.  

 As a short summary, natural reward strategies are useful methods to be aware of feelings 

of purpose, competence, and self-control over a task. When the three elements come together 

individuals could find the task as naturally rewarding, and they would increase their desired 

behavior naturally. We believe that when the task become naturally rewarding, individuals may 

feel more engaged to their task, therefore their performance may increase.  
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4.3.3 Constructive Thought Pattern Strategy 
 

The third self-leadership strategy is mostly related with the way of thinking about our 

surroundings, interactions, situations and actions. The strategy is the most essential side of the 

concept of self-leadership (Manz & Neck, 1999) and its main focus is understanding how our 

mental way of building constructive thought may influence our behaviors. According to Manz 

and Sims (2001), throughout their life individuals not only develop behaviors but also thoughts 

that they produce for challenges or any other occasion. Herein, the main challenge that they 

might face with is how to organize and manage one’s thought in order to perform better in both 

personal and work life.  

During the explanation of the strategy, we will be focusing on some methods that 

individuals could try to construct their minds which are identifying and replacing dysfunctional 

beliefs and thoughts, positive self-talk and mental imagery. 

By employing the first method, individuals may try to acknowledge their patterns of 

thoughts and ideas on situations, then they should replace their irrational beliefs by using 

constructive thought processes (Houghton & Neck, 2006; Burns, 1980; Ellis, 1977; Manz & 

Neck, 2004; Neck & Manz, 1992). According to the study of David Burns (1980), individuals 

may engage different types of dysfunctional thinking that can cause decrease in personal 

effectiveness and even depression and some of them are extreme thinking, over generalization, 

personalization and labeling (Manz & Neck, 1999). Overall, replacing the irrational or 

dysfunctional beliefs may not be an easy task for some individuals, but there are some ways 

that worth to try. In this perspective, we believe that filtering our negative thoughts, focusing 

on our strengths, or giving importance for feeling gratitude might beneficial to employ for 

reducing the level of negativity and irrationality.  

The second method is self-talk, in other words the things that we say to ourselves. As 

Manz and Neck (1999) mentioned there might be a positive relationship between individuals’ 

self-talk and their feeling of being responsible for task performance by building motivational 

and constructive dialogues. On the other hand, this connection may also be explained in other 

way around, if an individual does not do well in work, one reason might be the negative self-

talk that he/she made for him/herself. While talking with ourselves, our words and the way we 

say has a huge influence our mood, thoughts and therefore behaviors. The words both can bring 

self- confidence as a consequence of happiness; or despair, therefore self- doubt (Manz & Neck, 

1999).  
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The last technique is called mental imagery and according to Manz and Neck (1999), 

the technique is used by basketball players, athletes, swimmers for years. As Driskell et al., 

stated that “Mental practice refers to the cognitive rehearsal of a task in the absence of overt 

psychological moment” (1994, p. 481) and also Houghton and Neck mentioned in differently 

as “Individuals who envision successful performance of an activity in advance of actual 

performance are more likely to perform successfully when faced with the actual task” (2006, p. 

272; Manz & Neck, 2004). As it is understood that the technique promises an increase in the 

level of performance, we believe that it might be necessary to support the argument with an 

empirical study. Driskell et al. (1994) conducted a study by using “both physical and cognitive 

activities required to perform the task” and according to their findings “mental imagery has a 

moderate and significant impact on performance” (pp. 484-485), but it is also necessary to 

specify the fact that its effects are observed as weaker than physical practice of individuals.  

Applying these three methods may not be an easy task for all individuals. However, 

once we are able to focus on our abilities and believe in ourselves, our thought patterns may 

start to change and embrace the positive sides of our surroundings or any other activities that 

we take part in. As Manz and Sims (2001) mentioned “Our state of mind about ourselves clearly 

has an impact on ultimate performance” (p.110) therefore it is better for individuals to challenge 

themselves for changing patterns of thoughts in order to reach their full potentials. 

4.4 Theoretical Contexts of Self-Leadership 

 In this part of the chapter, we would like to focus on two theories that the concept of 

self-leadership is mostly operate with. By doing so, we would like to detail our discussion in 

theoretical framework to build our model on more logical grounds in chapter six. 

Self- regulation theory 

Before explaining the link between self-regulation theory and self-leadership, we would 

like to explain some of the basic ideas on theory and its focus in general. According to the work 

of Powers (1973) and Carver and Scheier (1981, 1998), the theory is interested in “how 

behavior happens” (Houghton & Neck, 2006, p. 276). Overall the objective is eliminating the 

incompatibility between the performance itself and the goal that is defined before; through 

“monitoring performance” or re-evaluating and adjusting the behavior (Houghton & Neck, 

2006, p. 276). 
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Another point that the theory suggest is about the experience of individuals when they 

come across a challenging situation during the process of achieving their goals. According to 

Carver and Scheier (1981, 1998), individuals, who have more positive attitudes and confidence, 

prefer maintaining the process by focusing on their efforts; on the other hand, individuals with 

less hope and negative expectancies would prefer withdrawal (Houghton & Neck, 2006). From 

this, it may be valid to argue that feeling of self-reliance and hope are essential elements of self-

regulation theory while constructing a bridge between individuals’ expectations and 

performance. Since the theory pays attention to behavior itself and dysfunctions that may occur 

during the process of goal achievement; the main focus of explaining the dysfunction is leading 

the way towards “self-regulatory effectiveness” (Houghton & Neck, 2006, p. 277). Finally, this 

sets the stage for us to mention the connection between the concept of self-leadership and self-

regulation theory.  

As discussed in the previous sections, self-leadership has three strategies and we think 

that those strategies may have work as increasing the level of self-regulatory effectiveness. If 

we take behavior focus strategies first, the method of self-observation can first boost the 

individuals’ level of self-awareness therefore it would lead a proper focus on task. In Wicklund 

and Duval’s study (1971), the evidence demonstrates that regarding an increase in task 

performance, first individuals’ self-awareness helps to develop self- focus therefore they can 

easily comprehend and engage with their task. Moreover, self-goal setting and self-reward may 

also work together in increasing the level of self-regulation. As previously mentioned Locke 

and Latham (1990) studied the relationship between goal setting and performance and 

according to their findings, one’s perform better with the defined and challenging goals, in 

compare to easy and vague targets. We believe that, challenging tasks may force individuals to 

regulate, evaluate and give feedback to themselves; therefore, their performance can increase. 

Another goal-setting experiment, by using leaderboards, has done by Landers et al. (2017) and 

according to their findings goal-setting can be a useful explanation to understand the 

individuals’ performance. As the empirical data suggested, the leaderboards have an effect on 

individuals’ level of commitment and they become more goal oriented and better performed. In 

relation with the individuals’ goals, self-reward may have an active role; since the individuals 

try to reach the desired end, the goal itself become more valuable and rewarding, and as we 

think this inherent value may positively affect the performance towards task.  

Furthermore, natural reward strategies may also be linked with self-regulation process. 

As strategies implement, for a given task, individuals could choose either a short-term strategy 
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which is finding positive and rewarding sides of the task; or in the long-term, they could push 

themselves to think about the nature of the task, re-evaluate their situation and either change 

their way of doing the task or leave the task. In both circumstances, it should be understood that 

natural reward strategies work as internalizing the goal, task or desired end. All of these become 

more “intrinsic and personal” (Houghton and Neck, 2006, p. 278), and what we believe is that 

since the ending is more personalized, this may encourage and advance the process of self-

regulation.  

In addition, constructive thought pattern strategies may also enhance self-regulatory 

effectiveness. As we introduced in the section where we talked about the strategy, there are 

three types of methods that individuals may follow which are evaluating and eliminating 

dysfunctional beliefs and assumptions, self-talk and mental imagery. In the case of individuals’ 

dysfunctional beliefs and assumptions, we need to first understand the importance of feedback 

mechanisms. According to the study of Carver and Scheier (1998), in general, because 

individuals have expectations regarding their desired goals or any other tasks, the feedback 

itself can be distorted through extreme thinking or overgeneralization (Houghton & Neck, 2006; 

Burns, 1980; Manz & Neck, 2004). So, for being more effective in self-regulation, we believe 

that individuals should evaluate their beliefs and eliminate the dysfunctional ones, if possible, 

meet with more realistic ones so that they can lead their efforts to their ultimate level of 

performance. Self-talk and mental imagery methods may also contribute for developing self-

regulation and effectiveness. While we were talking about the theory itself, we mentioned the 

importance of level of confidence in the context of individuals’ motivation toward goal 

achievements. If the individuals’ level of confidence is high, they feel challenged and may 

engage with the task and push their limits. On the other hand, if their confidence lacks, they 

might choose to quit the task. As Houghton and Neck (2006) also mentioned, during these kinds 

of challenging moments individuals “tend to turn automatically to previously encoded sources 

of information about expectancies” (Carver & Scheier, 1998, p. 221) and we pointed this 

process as “thought patterns” before (Manz & Neck, 1991, 2004; Neck & Manz, 1992, 1996a). 

In this case, individuals who have negative and pessimistic thought patterns have a tendency to 

see the task as challenging, they may choose to be in the side of underdog and may not push 

for extra effort on the task (Houghton & Neck, 2006; Carver & Scheier, 1998; Manz & Neck, 

1991, 2004; Neck & Manz, 1992, 1996a). However, if individuals can be able to be calm and 

try to interpret the situation by either having a positive dialogue with oneself or build a positive 

image about the current situation they may boost the optimistic thought patterns that can support 
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individuals “to greater persistence in the face of challenges and difficulty” (Houghton & Neck, 

2006, p. 278; Manz & Neck, 1991, 2004; Neck & Manz, 1992, 1996a). 

Social cognitive theory 

 In this section, we will try to explain the concept of self-leadership in relation to 

Bandura’s social cognitive theory (1986, 1991). The aim of the theory is explaining the human 

behavior by introducing the relationship between internal and external influences and behavior. 

Similar to the elements of self-regulation theory, here the cognitive theory also interested in 

individuals’ “processes involving self-monitoring, self-judgments and self-reactions” 

(Houghton & Neck, 2006). Also, the social cognitive theory assumes that one’s standards of 

performance is determined and controlled by that person.  

In this part we will discuss the relationship between goal and performance, and the three 

types of self-influence mediators as included the study of Bandura and Cervone (1986) which 

are self-satisfaction, self-efficacy mechanism and the regulation of internal standards. As we 

mostly discussed in self-regulation theory the general focus is on individuals’ internal 

regulations and standards; here in social cognitive theory the attention is on satisfaction and 

self-efficacy. According to our literature review on social cognitive theory, Bandura (1986, 

1989) defined the role of the self-efficacy mechanism as central “in the exercise of personal 

agency” (1991, p.257). According to his definition:  

Self-efficacy beliefs function as an important set of proximal determinants of human self-regulation. 
People’s beliefs in their efficacy influence the choices they make, their aspirations, how much effort they 
mobilize in given endeavor, how long they persevere in the face of difficulties and setbacks, whether their 
thought patterns are self-hindering or self-aiding, the amount of stress they experience in coping with 
taxing environmental demands, and their vulnerability to depression (1991, p. 257).  

 

Bandura’s definition shed light our path for one side of our conceptual model which is 

the relationship between self-leadership and team performance. As implied in the definition, 

self-efficacy renders individuals to be more determinant and goal-oriented regarding to their 

endeavors.  

Throughout the section of investigating the self-leadership and its strategies, most of 

the time we reach the conclusion of enhancing individual performance through applying 

methods such as self- observation, self- goal setting, short-term perception towards given task 

or mental practices (Manz, 1986; Manz & Neck, 2004; Neck & Manz, 1992, 1996a) and now 

it is reasonable to say that, as Bandura (1991) also suggests, the level of self-efficacy supports 

individuals to reach higher level of performance standards (Houghton & Neck, 2006). Also, we 
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would like to support our argument with an empirical study on “the effects of self-leadership 

skills and self-efficacy perceptions on performance” by Prussia et al. (1998, p.523). They 

conducted their study with 151 respondents and they concluded that the strategies of self-

leadership had an influence on individuals’ (in their case students’) self-efficacy evaluations, 

therefore self-efficacy has a direct effect on individuals’ performance by employing self-

leadership strategies (Prussia et al., 1998). 

Consequently, the overall purpose of introducing the self-regulation theory and social 

cognitive theory was to show how self-leadership and its strategies may operate with other 

theories to enhance the level of individuals’ performance.  

 

4.5 A Look Back and Forward 

At this final section of chapter four, we would like to highlight some of the key points 

of the concept to help readers to comprehend the necessary parts for further model in chapter 

six. We started the chapter four by explaining the history of the concept and its main interests. 

Then we moved to its three, for us very crucial, strategies which are (1) behavior focus strategy, 

(2) natural reward strategy and (3) constructive thought pattern strategy. During explaining 

each strategy, we mentioned the main methods, by following the path that is created by scholars 

such as Charles Manz, Christopher Neck, Jeffery Houghton, Henry Sims etc., that individuals 

may try in their both personal and work lives. For further discussion, we wanted to present the 

operational relationship between self-leadership and self-regulation theory and social cognitive 

theory. According to our literature review, we most of the time came across these two theories 

in line with the concept of self-leadership, that is why we wanted to include these theories to 

build our model on more logical and consistent ground. 
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5 Sense of Team  
 

"Coming together is a beginning, staying together is progress, 
and working together is success" 

Henry Ford, the founder of Ford Motor Company 
 

 With the rapidly changing and unpredictable world conditions, shaping the works with 

the help of teams has become a notable case within the organizational environment, and many 

organizations have started to turn their faces towards some different forms of team-oriented 

work (Morgeson et al. 2010). According to our literature review so far, we come across the idea 

that teams are considered as an alive tool for the success of organizations and seemed as driving 

forces for effecting directly business results (Martin & Bal, 2015). As Liao and Long (2016) 

discussed in their study, the highly usage of teams has also become crucial for the organizations 

in terms of competing with rivals and sustaining this competitive advantage since it is believed 

that teams have a more potential to increase organizations’ adaptability within changing 

environments; to enhance efficiency in organizations, and to boost level of worker satisfaction 

compare to individually working groups, and hierarchically organized organizations 

(Tjepkema, 2003). Another reason why working with teams is considered more beneficial than 

individuals working alone is that teams can provide more comprehensive competencies and 

experiences than any individual does (Katzenbach & Smith, 1993), thus we believe that 

individuals that are formed with different skills/abilities, experiences and perspective may 

increase the overall team performance. In Martin and Bal’s (2015) study, they proved the 

importance and necessity of teams by conducting a survey among participants that consisted of 

mostly executives and upper middle managers, and as a result 91% of the participants agreed 

upon the statement of ‘teams are central to organizational success’. 

 In this chapter, as a point of departure, we discussed the important role of the teams in 

organizations, now we would like to narrow our scope down to team performance and its 

indicators. 

5.1 The Concept of Team Performance                

The team-based work is considered as one of the most beneficial model for enhancing 

the performance among the human resource management (HRM) practices (Delaney & Huselid 

1996), and over the past 20 years, teams have been using by organizations for the core units of 

organizational effectiveness (Wilson et al., 2007). Teams have evolved as a strategic choice 
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when organizations encounter with complicated and tough tasks to overcome (Salas et al., 2008) 

because teams generally cause better results than individual-based works when difficult 

decision-making and problem-solving tasks are occurred (Decuyper, Dochy & Van den 

Bossche, 2010; Rainey, 2014).  

According to Salas et al. (2008) “teams are used when errors lead to severe 

consequences; when the task complexity exceeds the capacity of an individual; when the task 

environment is ill-defined, ambiguous, and stressful; when multiple and quick decisions are 

needed; and when the lives of others depend on the collective insight of individual members” 

(p.540). Therefore, there is a huge variety of areas wherein the team-based work is needed, and 

it is obvious that the demand for the teams will increase as long as the complexity of works 

continue to rise (Salas et al. 2008) in order to gain better performance. 

For our research, we assign team communication, team trust, team learning, and team 

creativity as the indicators for team performance. During the next four sections, we will present 

and discuss our indicators for creating a better frame for the concept of team performance. 

However, first we would like to inform our readers that the reason and logic behind employing 

these four concepts as the performance indicators of our study. 

 

Our Perspective 
 

During our literature review on team performance, to our knowledge, there is not a 

consensus on team performance and its indicators. Even though the concept is generally implied 

as a complete unit (Dunphy & Bryant, 1996; Wageman et al., 2005), there are various indicators 

that are used for helping to measure team performance (Woerkom & Croon, 2009). In the 

scientific research area, for instance, there are some studies that measure team performance 

with trust (Erdem & Atsan, 2003), creativity (Boies et al., 2015), communication and job 

satisfaction (de Vries et al., 2006), innovation and efficiency (Bouwmans et al., 2017), 

information sharing (Mesmer-Magnus, J. R., & DeChurch, L. A., 2009), and team design 

features (Stewart, 2006). Although the dispersed measuring indicators may seem as a challenge 

for our study, we believe that we can overcome this hardship at the same time contributing the 

scientific research area by providing our perspective for deeper understanding for team 

performance.  

Since our research is a conceptual study, we are not going to conduct an experiment, a 

case study or any other empirical study-related research strategies. Therefore, we need 
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indicators that are available to be created an understandable and credible logic among them to 

provide a reasonable comprehension for our team performance concept as modeled in figure 1.  

During the literature review phase of team performance, we started to establish different 

relations among some of the indicators that are mentioned in the previous paragraph. We tried 

to find both constructive and convincing connections since we also would like to create a model 

to add more value on our research. By doing this, we searched for an indicator that should be 

in the ground to have an inclusive role and, then we investigated other indicators that should be 

built upon it. During this process, we come up with different ideas, but the final version is the 

best fitting to build a model and hopefully, when we come to an end of this chapter, with the 

help of our model (figure 1) our readers can also be witnessed the relationship among our 

chosen indicators.  

5.1.1 Team Communication 

In organizations, managing the organizational knowledge effectively is a compelling 

issue (de Vries et al., 2006). In this case, the responsibility of individuals and teams become 

crucial, and it is expected from them to involve in the knowledge sharing process to execute 

the organizational knowledge attainable among the members (de Vries et al., 2006; O’Dell & 

Grayson, 1998; Osterloh & Frey, 2000). Briefly, knowledge sharing is a process that 

“individuals mutually exchange their (tacit and explicit) knowledge and jointly create new 

knowledge” (de Vries et al., 2006, p.116; Van den Hooff & De Ridder, 2004). The idea here is 

that the stronger the communication relationship the better exchanging the knowledge and 

strengthening the information flow.  However, in some cases teams can be formed with 

individuals with diverse views, opinions, skills, experiences and knowledge; and we believe 

that their ability of communication is a necessary task that needs serious consideration.  

According to de Vries et al. (2006) and their research, we can approach the 

communication among people by using three perspectives. The first one is called “individual 

perspective” that interested in “communication styles of the persons communicating with each 

other” (Norton, 1978); the second one is called “dyadic perspective”, that investigates the 

similarities and “specific patterns of communication between two individuals” (Watzlawick, 

Beavin, & Jackson, 1967); the last one is what we mostly interested in which is called “group 

perspective” which analyzes “the communication style of a group as a whole” (2006, p. 118). 

At this point, it might be necessary to take team communication quality into consideration, and 

as Valls et al. (2014) suggests the quality can be understood by exploring communication 
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among team members in terms of whether it is “fluid, effective, clear, on time, and complete” 

or not (p. 752; Gonzalez-Rom & Hernandez, 2014). We believe that if solid communication 

climate can be established by team members through enhancing fluidity, effectiveness and 

openness; their enthusiasm can be triggered, therefore they would be eager to share knowledge, 

more task and goal-oriented and motivated. In this environment, when individuals are able to 

express themselves and create an effective discussion setting for exchanging ideas, they may 

feel engaged to the task and the people that they work with and this feeling can influence their 

satisfaction towards their presence at work. According to de Vries et al. (2006), when the more 

people satisfied, their motivation would increase and they would be willingly interested in 

contributing to the common interest of the team, at the same time showing interest on “what 

others within that context do (collect knowledge)” (p. 120). Similarly, the positive 

communication can enable team members to identify “who knows what and who performs 

better in which area to make the group more productive” (de Vries et al., p. 120; Hollingshead, 

1998, 2000; Stasser, Stewart, & Wittenbaum, 1995). 

5.1.2 Team Trust  

  For our team performance discussion, the second indicator that we will continue 

investigating is trust and before starting our discussion, we would like to notify our readers 

that at some point we may use terms “team” and “group” interchangeably.  

As Prati et al. (2003) include their study, team trust “... is established within a team as 

a social norm” (p. 31) and according to Mayer et al. (1995) it can be defined as “the willingness 

of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other 

will perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or 

control that other party” (p. 712). In addition, the term of trust can be interpreted as a belief that 

develops over time while individuals interact with each other, build a common sharing patterns, 

values and understandings (Prati et al., 2003).   

Many scholars discuss the issue of trust in their research and according to Jones and 

George (1998), trust is a “... complex multidimensional construct” in the aspects of moral, 

cognitive and emotional that may lead different behaviors of individuals (p. 532). As a moral 

element, individuals’ values can be interpreted as guidance for their surrounding that help them 

to evaluate, make sense and behave accordingly. The role of trust in this system, according to 

Barber (1983), is helping individuals to preserve and maintain their shared values.  
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As depicted in Jones and George’s (1998) study, our attitudes can be considered as a 

cognitive aspect and they are not totally separated from the values. Individuals’ attributes may 

be developed through their knowledge including opinions and feelings about their 

surroundings, friends/family, teams or organizations. Here we are more interested in trust in 

organizational context that can be built upon the idea of feeling the trustworthiness of other 

parties. Since members of the organizations, in most of the cases, have to work together, they 

become dependent to one another and we believe that this dependency level is even higher in 

team context. As Jones and George (1998) proclaimed that the feeling of trust may boost 

“...cooperative behavior among individuals, groups and organizations” (p. 531). Therefore, the 

team members can work more coherently and goal-oriented.  

Furthermore, the emotional aspect plays a crucial role in the construction of trust. All 

individuals might be familiar with the idea that our moods and emotions are directly linked with 

our daily activities and overall behaviors. According to Jones and George (1998), moods and 

emotions are also considered key elements for experiencing the feeling of trust. Since our 

emotions may guide us in our daily lives, we can make decisions about people whether we 

should trust or not by addressing our feelings towards that specific person. If we might get 

positive effect, the feeling of trust may come naturally. In addition, individuals’ general mood 

can influence their overall feeling of trust; for instance, an individual with a positive mood may 

interpret given situation more affirmative than a person with negative mood, therefore the 

feeling of trust can emerge naturally and the relationship can be built more easily.  

Our last point for the notion of trust will be about its powerful effect on each members 

of teams. It is believed that if individuals could build strong trust relationship, they would be 

more “confidence while feeling free of embarrassment or criticism” (Prati et al., 2003; Johnson-

George & Swap, 1982). Also, the trust network may facilitate the conflicts among the 

individuals (Amason, 1996) since they value each other’s opinion, and feel comfortable hearing 

thoughts and concerns (Prati et al., 2003; Abraham 1999). Furthermore, this relation with strong 

foundation may be resulted as performance advantage since the individuals could exchange 

their positive or negative insights freely and they could get results together with full of 

interaction, in a more “trustworthy manner” (Prati et al., 2003, p.31). As a conclusion to our 

explanation, Erdem et al. (2003) suggested that, trust can be interpreted as a “hygiene factor” 

for team performance which is “a necessary underpinning but not sufficient in itself” (p. 338). 

Overall, the trust network would be one of the key determinants organizations’ effectiveness 

(McAllister, 1995).  
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5.1.3 Team Learning 
 

As the world and organizations are facing with the changings and complexities, many 

teams are also affected by the changes and uncertainties, therefore it is important for teams to 

embrace the requirements of learning behavior in order to be aware of their environment and 

customers and to manage their members’ actions in effective ways (Edmondson, 1999). As 

some researchers argue that teams are not only thought as important working units, but also 

they are highly considered as learning units in the organizations (Caldwell & O’Reilley, 2003; 

Kirkman, Rosen, Tesluk, & Gibson, 2004). Therefore, team learning has an important role for 

both organizations and performance because “unless the team can learn, the organization cannot 

learn” (Senge, 1990, p. 40). 

According to the definition of Ellis et al. (2003) team learning is a “relatively permanent 

change in the team’s collective level of knowledge and skill produced by the shared experience 

of the team members” (p.822). Teams consist of individuals, so their ability to gain knowledge 

and skills individually, and ability to share them collectively with their teammates are necessary 

ingredients for learning process (Ellis et al, 2003). Since team members can work closely and 

make interactions within the organization, they tend to share and exchange information, 

knowledge, and skills between each other by the feedback mechanisms, explanation or advices, 

and this has potential to increase efficiency and effectiveness of learning process within the 

teams (Van Woerkom & Van Engen, 2009; Ellis et al, 2003). At this point, we believe that 

individuals’ communication skills and feeling of trust among the team members are worthwhile 

to mention because these two notions can be essential for the team learning. As mentioned, a 

solid communication climate within teams can trigger enthusiasm among individuals, and this 

can create such an environment wherein members may be more eager to share their knowledge 

and skills with the other members of team. Also, the feeling of trust can boost cooperative 

behavior among individuals (Jones & George, 1998), so it may have positive impact on 

increasing team’s collective level of knowledge and skills. Therefore, we believe that effective 

communication and trust may facilitate the learning process.  

As mentioned, individuals are key components for teams, and similar to individual 

learning process, teams also have their learning activities in order to facilitate that process. In 

their study Woerkom and Croon (2009), they distinguish between three team learning activities 

which are information acquisition, information processing, and information storage and 

retrieval because they believe that these activities may help team for obtaining and processing 

“data that allow it (team) to adapt and improve” therefore teams can achieve desired outcomes 
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such as better team performance (Woerkom & Croon, 2009, p.561). Now we would like to give 

brief description for each activities in order to provide better understanding for the team 

learning dimension; 

• Information Acquisition: it can be described as gaining information through 

scanning of the internal and external environment passively to identify problems 

and opportunities, or through seeking environment actively if more information 

is needed (Woerkom & Croon, 2009). 

• Information Processing: it is the process of distribution of information and 

giving shared interpretations among the team members. If differences are 

occurred in the process of information acquisition, team members can reach to 

a common understanding through dialogue and reflective communication 

(Woerkom & Croon, 2009). 

• Information Storage and Retrieval: “It refers to the storage of shared 

information and locating and using this information in the future” (Woerkom & 

Croon, 2009, p.562).  

To sum up, it is important to emphasize that there are also some empirical studies in this 

field (Edmondson, 1999; Edmondson et al., 2001a, b; van der Vegt and Bunderson, 2005; 

Zellmer-Bruhn & Gibson, 2006; Van Woerkom & Croon, 2009; Van Woerkom & Van Engen, 

2009) that prove positive effects of team learning on the team performance. Therefore, giving 

importance to the learning process can be beneficial for both teams and organizations in terms 

of adaptation to unstable circumstances, developing their style of working, and finding solution 

to new problems, and eventually it will have positive consequences for team effectiveness and 

performance (Van Woerkom & Van Engen, 2009; Bunderson & Sutcliffe, 2003).  

5.1.4 Team Creativity 

In this part, we would like to discuss creativity as the last indicator for team 

performance. In literature, some scholars made a distinction between creativity in generating 

novel ideas and creativity in problem solving (DiLiello & Houghton, 2006), and for the sake of 

the organizations’ needs and demands both of them are essential. As a starting point, in 

organizations, generating novel ideas can be in relation with products, trends, processes, or any 

other services. In addition, some researchers suggest that producing creative ideas have also 

significant value in organizational innovation (DiLiello & Houghton, 2006, 1988; Woodman et 

al., 1993), thus it may contribute to “long-term organizational survival for success” (DiLiello 
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& Houghton, 2006, p.320; Kanter, 1983; Tushman & O’Reilly, 1997; Utterback, 1994). 

Therefore, creative individuals can be considered as assets for organizations, especially today’s 

dynamic market with full of technological innovations and trends. So, we believe that creative 

individuals and their unique ideas may shoulder essential role in team performance.  

As Cirella et al. (2014) defined in their study, team creativity is the development of 

various kinds of team behavior that generate novel and useful ideas within a complex social or 

business context (Montag et al., 2012). An important detail here might be relating the climate 

of trust and its encouraging side with creativity. Since the network of trust may give individuals 

a level of confidence, it might assist the team members to speak up their “unconventional ideas 

and introduce conflicting opinions without fear of reprisal” (Prati et al., 2003, p.32). In relation 

with the team performance, we believe that if individuals feel free on sharing, commenting and 

being criticized; the cooperative environment that they are part of may encourage positivity 

(Jones & George, 1998). As an evidence to this, the empirical research of Isen et al. (1987) 

suggest that the cooperative environment and positivity can “increase creative thought and 

innovative problem solving” (Prati et al., 2003, p.32). Moreover, team members may encourage 

themselves to look at the problems in different angles, “redefine problems, extend information 

searches” and as a result they would generate “high-quality” thoughts for solving the problems 

(Taggar, 2002, pp. 317-318). As Reiter-Palmon and Illies (2004) discuss, since creative 

problem solving pushes individuals to approach the issues and ill-defined problems effectively 

by using their unique ideas, it can be a key component for building and sustaining the team 

performance and organizations’ competitive advantage.  

 Since we reach to an end for the explanation of the team performance indicators, in the 

next section we would like present our model and make a quick overview about the sections to 

present the relationship between each of the dimensions.  

 
5.2 Our Model 
 
As Gilson and Goldberg (2015) mentioned, figures can provide “a convenient means of 

understanding typologies” for readers (p. 129), therefore we also would like to demonstrate 

our perspective on team performance in a pyramid-shaped model (figure 1) in order to 

provide our vision on team performance in a more vivid manner. 
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Figure  1: Our perspective on team performance 

 
Our illustration above implements the idea that there is a hierarchical relationship 

between each dimensions. The upstream arrow near the pyramid leads the path towards team 

performance. Placing the team communication to the ground of the pyramid refers to its vital 

and inclusive role. For overall team performance to be increased, we believe that individuals 

should be able to communicate effectively and openly for exchanging their ideas clearly. Once 

the communication is built on solid ground, now individuals are able to share their knowledge, 

values, beliefs and contrary ideas at the same time contributing each other’s development. The 

more they share, the more they trust one another in both emotions oriented such as sharing 

vulnerabilities or any personal information and team performance oriented such as 

encouragement for criticizing and giving feedback. In addition, the effective communication 

and trust environment in the team may also trigger the learning behavior of individuals. The 

team members can discuss about their lacking skills or knowledge openly without any 

hesitation, encourage themselves to acquire more new knowledge and skills and share it with 

the group for collective knowledge and overall performance. In this way they not only enhance 

their own growth and performance, but also support other team members for contributing 

overall team performance together. As understood, when the three conditions come together, 

they provide a collaborative and positive environment for team members. We believe that 

teamwork and collaboration can lead individuals to be more encouraged to do brainstorming 

activities and giving and receiving feedback, therefore they would be more willing to produce 
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novel ideas and solutions for a given issue and be more creative. Consequently, when 

individuals feel that they are useful with their unique ideas, they may feel more motivated and 

committed to the task to employ their full potential for contributing to team performance. 
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6 The Core of our Research: An Integrated Conceptual Model 
  
6.1 Introducing the Conceptual Model 
 

Throughout the last three chapters of our thesis, we have explained our main chapters 

explicitly. First, we have touched upon the historical background of emotional intelligence, 

highlighted the differences with IQ, and pointed out its highly recognized models with 

particular attention to Mix Model by Goleman (Chapter 3). Subsequently, we move on our 

second concept; self-leadership (Chapter 4). Throughout this chapter, we invited our readers to 

investigate the concept by looking at its historical context and three important strategies 

(behavior focus, natural reward and constructive thought pattern). Later on, we wanted to 

support our concept with self-regulation and social cognitive theories that are very much related 

with self-leadership. At the last chapter regarding our last main concept, we have portrayed the 

concept of team and its performance by bringing a new perspective in terms of performance 

indicators (Chapter 5) and we illustrated our perspective in figure 1. By providing better 

understandings in each chapter, we believe that we prepared the solid foundation for linking 

these concepts within our desired end model.  Therefore, now, we would like to lead our way 

to the synthesis of these concepts in order to show their relationships in our logical and 

integrated conceptual model. Figure 2 demonstrates our model and we are going to explain in 

detail now.  

 

 

 
 

Figure  2: Integrated Conceptual Model  
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Our conceptual model is composed of three dimensions and should be followed as 

arrows situated. Here in the first arrow, the concept of emotional intelligence is linked with the 

concept of self-leadership and, in turn, they are linked with the team performance as the second 

horizontal arrow indicates. At this point, we would like to point out that the concepts of 

emotional intelligence and self-leadership are framed together because our first intention is to 

investigate that how individuals’ emotional intelligence and its competencies affect their self-

leadership ability and its strategies (first arrow), and then how emotionally intelligent 

individuals and their self-leadership ability influence the team performance and its dimensions 

(second arrow). Moreover, we acknowledged the fact that to build a fully logical model, we 

also need to explain “how” and “why” these relationships between our concepts may occur. 

That is why we also wanted to include an explanatory character to our model by mentioning 

the dimensions of each concepts as depicted in the figure 2 and further in the chapter we will 

explain their connection in detail. Furthermore, in our conceptual model, we placed the team 

performance and its dimensions as we presented in chapter three in order to facilitate recalling 

for our readers and highlight our multilevel perspective on team performance.  

 So, the overall message of the model is that emotional intelligence has an influence on 

ability for self-leadership, and, together with the emotional intelligence, self-leadership ability 

has a positive contribution on team performance.  

Therefore, our first main hypothesis in order to explain first arrow of our model is;  

 

H1: Individuals’ Emotional Intelligence has a positive influence on their ability for Self- 

Leadership. 

and 

the second main hypothesis for the explanation of second arrow is; 

H2: Emotionally Intelligent Individuals’ Self-Leadership ability has a positive influence on 

Team Performance. 

 

            Now, we would like to address and respond the mentioned hypotheses during the 

following sections. Firstly, we will start with the relationship between emotional intelligence 

and self-leadership (H1), then we will continue with both emotional intelligence and self-

leadership, and team performance (H2). Throughout the next parts, we believe that we can 

provide an understanding on how and why these relationships take place by also providing our 

sub-hypotheses for each dimension of the concepts.  
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6.2 Relationship between Individuals’ Emotional Intelligence and Self- 
Leadership 
 

Before moving on to our sub-hypotheses, we want to inform our readers that we take 

three strategies for self-leadership concept and as we previously discussed in chapter five, we 

take the dimensions and competencies of the Mix Model by Goleman for the emotional 

intelligence concept to provide more valid and stronger link between these two concepts. Also, 

we would like to clarify that throughout this synthesis chapter, these emotionally intelligent 

individuals are assumed as team members since our main aim is to investigate these 

relationships within the team context, as indicated in the research question.   

 In order to increase readability and decrease the complexity of our connection process, 

we will not link each one of the emotional intelligence dimensions with each single self-

leadership strategies. Instead, we consider the concept of emotional intelligence as a whole to 

show its effects and build necessary connections with one of the self-leadership strategies at a 

time. As these strategies are already explained in detail in chapter four, we chose to omit the 

detailed explanation of these strategies in order to avoid repetition. Therefore, we would like to 

discuss directly the relationship between the dimensions and competencies of emotional 

intelligence concept -particularly the Mix Model by Goleman- and the strategies of self-

leadership by presenting our three sub-hypotheses.  

 
6.2.1 Behavior Focus Strategy 
 

In chapter four of our research, we discussed the self-leadership strategies in detail. In 

particular, when we explain the behavior focus strategy, it is mentioned that there are five 

methods (self-observation, self-goal setting, self-reward, self-punishment and self-cueing) that 

individuals may try to apply in their work lives. Thus, we believe that competencies of 

emotional intelligence may have a positive influence on employing these methods. 

 As a starting point, self-observation method mostly interested in detecting the causes 

of the misleading and unproductive behaviors and transforming them into more effective ones. 

If the method can be employed successfully, individuals may benefit as gaining a new 

perspective towards themselves. Competencies related with the self-awareness dimension of 

emotional intelligence may help individuals to develop their ability for self-observation. 

Generally, in emotional intelligence context, the term self-awareness provides an understanding 

of one’s awareness on having a true understanding on his/her emotions, strengths and 
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limitations. In this perspective, higher level of accurate self-assessment may help individuals 

to identify their own skills, strengths and limits in a given task. Also it provides an awareness 

regarding any situation that an individual may need to call for help, or make decision for which 

parts need to be improved. We argue that being able to assess one’s own abilities and knowledge 

may support the process of self-observation and generate a more accurate understanding 

towards oneself and the causes of the unproductive behaviors. In addition to that, emotionally 

intelligent individuals may use the self-management dimension and its competencies as a tool 

for managing their behaviors and using them more effectively. Since individuals with the self-

management ability are able to regulate and control their emotions (both positive and negative 

ones), we believe that this ability may influence the general attitude and enable individuals to 

manage their behavior in any activity in the future.    

Self-awareness dimension of emotional intelligence may facilitate the self-goal setting 

strategy because emotionally intelligent individuals may tend to set their goals after 

understanding their knowledge and capabilities truly. Thus, the realistic goals require deeper 

understanding of oneself in terms of his/her skills and desires. In this perspective, the self-

assessment competency can be helpful in order to distinguish one’s own strengths and 

weaknesses, and determine the right course of actions for setting the effective goals. Herein, 

self-confidence competency may be taken into consideration. Since it serves as a belief in one’s 

own capabilities to accomplish a task or goal, self-confident individuals may set more realistic 

goals and may dedicate themselves in order to accomplish them through strong determination 

that is driven from the belief in their own capabilities. In addition to this, since the self-goal 

setting leads individuals to find their way and desired goals, achievement orientation 

competency may also be helpful. Individuals with high level of orientation towards 

achievement can find motivation in themselves since they are able to focus their desired end. 

Thus, this motivation may boost their ability to integrate full potential into the process and 

improve their performance in overall.  

In order to set self-goals, emotionally intelligent individuals may need not only the self-

awareness and self-management competencies but also the social awareness ones. For oneself, 

conceiving his/her organization and its resources is as important as distinguishing one’s own 

capabilities and weaknesses. In this perspective, individuals with higher level of organizational 

awareness can be able to read organizations’ issues, social networks and dynamics. Therefore, 

they may set more realistic goals to themselves by comprehending the internal dynamics and 

overall feasibility.  
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Furthermore, self-rewarding is another effective method that can assist to lead oneself. 

We believe that both self-awareness and self-management dimensions can work as facilitator 

to develop the applicability of the method. The essential point that needs special attention is to 

recognize “the reward” for ourselves. In this perspective, individuals who have higher levels of 

emotional self-awareness may be able to catalyze this process of comprehension. Since the 

competence provides an understanding towards our emotions and their effects on ourselves, 

individuals can develop an understanding that works to identify what is rewarding and making 

them emotionally satisfied in a given task. Moreover, self-management dimension and its 

competencies may also be helpful in that process. As the current task itself can be unattractive 

or difficult, individuals may need to control their feelings by staying positive and motivated. 

Thus, higher level of optimism and achievement orientation may help individuals to regulate 

their emotions in the current negative situation and support themselves for finding positive, 

motivating and rewarding sides of the activity.  

Although Manz and Sims (2001) suggested that self-rewarding method can work more 

effectively than self-punishment, many individuals still apply the method in their lives. As 

aforementioned, by using self-punishment method, individuals can follow two activities; either 

they punish themselves physically by refusing any joyful activities and devoting their times on 

the issue or they choose a mental way of punishing themselves by doing a negative internal 

speech, for instance saying that ‘I did a horrible job, performance, action etc. and I do not 

deserve anything’. As understood, this method requires having strong determination and control 

over one’s mind and emotions in order to be able to refuse enjoyable activities and employ self-

punishment for eliminating or improving the undesired behavior. Therefore, we believe that 

those feelings of determination and control may be achieved by the self-management dimension 

of emotional intelligence. Since emotionally intelligent individuals are able to manage their 

emotions and impulses within the stressful conditions, they may be more eligible to use self-

punishment method for regulating their behaviors effectively.  

The last method in this part is self-cueing. As discussed in chapter four, the general 

interest of the method is creating a constructive environment for ourselves via building positive 

relationships, rearranging the surrounding or using simple notes. In that respect, self-awareness 

dimension of emotional intelligence may be helpful to build positive and constructive 

environment. Individuals who are aware of their emotions are able to detect their negative 

feelings, therefore in the workplace they may use this ability to identify which cues are 

beneficial for encouraging positive emotions and desired behaviors. In addition, being able to 
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stay optimistic can trigger the process of finding cues. Since individuals can resist on any 

setback, their positive motivation may support for finding the appropriate cues. Also, the 

overall process stands for taking a step in that current situation, so individuals who have higher 

level of initiative competency can engage with the situation more quickly and feel encouraged 

to find a way out.  

Given this argumentation, we propose our first sub-hypothesis for the first main hypothesis: 

H1a: Individuals’ emotional intelligence has a positive influence on Behavior Focus 

Strategy of Self-Leadership. 

 
6.2.2 Natural Reward Strategy 
 

In this strategy, individuals feel motivated and rewarded intrinsically when they enjoy 

their tasks or activities. As aforementioned in chapter four, individuals should be able to receive 

three elements to consider the task as naturally rewarding. These three elements are called 

feeling of competence, self-control and purpose. We believe that the emotional intelligence 

dimensions and competencies may have a positive influence on receiving these feelings.  

Individuals tend to enjoy a task that they perform well. Even though there is no praise 

or material reward that can be received externally, individuals may find the task itself naturally 

rewarding if they sense that they are contributing with their best and being competent (Manz & 

Sims, 2001). In the context of emotional intelligence, higher level of self-awareness and 

accurate self-assessment can help individuals to identify their strengths, weaknesses and limits. 

In this perspective, if individuals are well aware of their skills and knowledge and be able to 

know how to make contribution in a given task, their level of feeling competent may increase 

in a positive manner. In addition, individuals who develop an ability for teamwork and 

collaboration may also engage with the feeling of competence. Since individuals are in a team 

environment, their given task requires each of their skills, knowledge and strengths. In this case, 

if one can make his/her best assistance to the task, at the same time observing other team 

members’ collaboration, we believe that this may generate a positive environment in the group 

and more importantly, individuals may feel motivated. Eventually, the creation of positive 

group dynamics and motivation among the team members may increase the level of 

participation in a given task. The more individuals contribute by using their own strengths and 

knowledge, the more they feel engage and competent.  
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 The second element of naturally rewarding tasks is feeling of self-control. This feeling 

can provide individuals a level of independence and a ground for expressing ideas and for being 

creative in a given task. In this case, individuals who have higher levels of self-awareness can 

recognize their capabilities truly and be determinant with the help of self-confidence in order 

to choose the right course of actions in a given situation. More importantly, self-confident 

individuals can build faith in themselves that they are capable of handling and maintaining the 

task independently. Therefore, their confidence may satisfy the need for feeling of self-control 

over a task and the task itself may become naturally-rewarding. 

Feeling of purpose is the last element of naturally rewarding tasks. Here, individuals 

try to find a meaning what they are doing or trying to achieve. We argue that since emotionally 

intelligent individuals are able to develop self-awareness, they may easily recognize their 

desires and objectives through identifying their both positive and negative feelings in current 

situation. Therefore, it may give them ability to find meanings of what they are doing or trying 

to achieve for themselves. 

Nevertheless, since these individuals are assumed as members of a team, they may 

consider not only the personal dimension of emotional intelligence but also the social 

dimensions in order to recognize the feeling of purpose. Therefore, we argue that social 

awareness and relationship management dimensions of emotional intelligence may facilitate 

the feeling of purpose. High level of social awareness, especially service orientation provides a 

tendency to help or serve others. In addition, service oriented people interested in others and 

assist them to improve their skills and potentials. Since the orientation may be implied as a duty 

for one, this tendency may catalyze the process of finding the purpose in a given situation. 

Furthermore, individuals who have inspirational leadership and developing others 

competencies can also recognize their purpose accurately. Concerning with developing others 

can be understood as giving importance to sense others’ improvements and encourage them by 

using feedback and guidance. Similarly, ability for inspirational leadership can contribute as 

providing an enthusiastic environment for shared goal and motivating others with a compelling 

vision. So, in these perspectives having high level of these two competencies may provide a 

clear picture for identifying the purpose in current situation. Eventually, when individuals sense 

that they have a purpose to complete, the task itself may get more naturally rewarding.  

 However, sometimes the task itself may not be naturally rewarding. Herein, individuals 

may choose to redesign their work and environment to find naturally enjoyable sides of it. So, 
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we believe that higher levels of emotionally intelligent individuals can smooth their 

implementation of redesign process.  

 In this case, individuals focus on their present task particularly their way of doing it. 

Since the task itself is not naturally rewarding for them, there might be a feeling of stress and 

disruption. Herein, self-management dimension of emotional intelligence may play a key role 

to regulate and manage one’s own feelings in stressful conditions. The idea here is that even 

though the situation may not be pleasant for individuals, still they can be able to pull themselves 

together and be more determinant on redesigning their task by using optimism competency. In 

team context, it might be possible to include the feeling of empathy. It is the fundamental 

competency of social awareness and it proposes individuals to evaluate verbal and nonverbal 

cues about their surroundings. Individuals who have higher level of empathy can be able to 

recognize that the current task may not be only unrewarding for oneself but also for others.  

After recognition of emotions of oneself and others’ in that current stressful situation, 

redesigning process may start and individuals who are highly initiative can be ready to seize 

and embrace the opportunities rather than simply waiting for them to come. As it can be 

understood that redesigning a task may involve substantial change in present work conditions 

and processes. Herein, individuals can employ a role of change catalyst in order to initiate and 

manage the changing process effectively. Also, during the change processes, it is likely to occur 

some conflicts and disagreements among the members and in these cases if emotionally 

intelligent individuals can contribute the situation by using their higher levels of ability for 

conflict management, they may manage the possible conflict situation by calming the group 

and its tension. Despite all of those efforts, as Manz and Sims (2001) mentioned that for some 

cases individuals can choose resigning and leaving their current conditions in order to engage 

with a more naturally rewarding work. At this point, who have high levels of adaptability can 

be flexible and adapt changing situations or environments without losing focus or energy.  

These arguments lead us to our second sub-hypothesis for the first main hypothesis:  
 

H1b: Individuals’ Emotional Intelligence has a positive influence on Natural Reward       

Strategy of Self-Leadership. 
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6.2.3 Constructive Thought Pattern Strategy 
 

The general interest of the strategy is altering the way we think through influencing our 

thought patterns in order to achieve desired behavior or enhance individual performance. As 

discussed in chapter four, there are three methods that individuals may try to apply which are 

identifying and replacing dysfunctional thoughts and beliefs, mental imagery and positive self-

talk. Thus, we argue that individuals’ level of emotional intelligence can play an important role 

for application of these methods. In particular, self-awareness and self-management dimensions 

may lead the way for individuals to portray and manage their emotions, develop an orientation 

towards their accomplishments and stay positive.  

The first method is about eliminating irrational and dysfunctional beliefs by 

replacing them with more positive and productive ones by using the constructive thoughts. 

Beliefs are considered as one of the most powerful tool that can influence individuals’ state of 

mind about themselves, eventually their view on their capabilities in general. In this 

perspective, since emotionally self- aware individuals are able to recognize their own emotions 

and their effects on themselves, they may facilitate detecting the process of negative beliefs 

about themselves. After identifying dysfunctional beliefs, individuals may need to find 

motivation to challenge and replace them with more constructive ones. Even though 

personalities are penetrated by the beliefs and it is difficult to change them purposefully (Manz 

& Sims, 2001), the method of positive self-talk can play a complementary role for challenging 

the beliefs. In stressful conditions, some people may tend to choose “Why did you do that? 

Can’t you do anything right?” type of self-critical speech. These types of dialogues that we 

establish may not be as beneficial as the positive ones. At this point, emotional intelligence may 

have an important role. Since emotionally intelligent individuals are able to manage their own 

emotions and impulses, and be optimist in stressful conditions, they may also use their self-

management abilities in order to generate more constructive and positive self-talks such as 

“What was the problem on this case? I know I can do better than that. What should I try to 

improve my performance next time?”. By asking these questions, individuals may enhance their 

current belief on themselves and boost their motivation for future task engagements.  

The method of mental imagery is slightly different from the first two methods. The 

application of the method is based on visualization of one’s achievement of a desired goal.  In 

this perspective, individuals who are able to assess their strengths and weaknesses (accurate 

self-assessment) may execute more realistic envisions about themselves. In addition, 

visualization of an accomplishment of oneself before the actual task may require a level of 
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positivity. Thus, the high level optimism and belief in oneself may simplify the process of 

imagination and help individual to engage with it. Furthermore, the process can be completed 

with a general orientation towards achievements. Individuals who are highly oriented to desired 

achievements can be better at focusing on their task and using their full potential to accomplish 

it. In this case, the more they focus on achieving the goal, the easier to envision and find 

motivation.  

Given this argumentation, we propose our third sub-hypothesis for the first main hypothesis: 
 

H1c: Individuals’ Emotional Intelligence has a positive influence on Constructive 
Thought Pattern Strategy of Self-leadership. 

 

6.3 From the Emotionally Intelligent Individuals’ Self-Leadership Ability to 
Team Performance 
 

During the previous section of explaining our model, we have provided an 

understanding regarding the effects of individuals’ level of emotional intelligence on their 

ability for self-leadership by following the first solid arrow within the inner frame (figure 2). 

In order to explain each of our sub-hypotheses, we took the concept of emotional intelligence 

and its dimensions as a whole and linked it with each self-leadership strategies. The main reason 

behind this was to increase readability and decrease the complexity of our connection process. 

Thus, in this section   we are going to implement the same procedure for the second arrow by 

considering the framed part of the model (emotional intelligence and self-leadership) as a whole 

and linking it with each team performance dimensions.  

Since in this section we are going to follow our second arrow, we would like to remind 

our second main hypothesis which is; 

(H2) Emotionally Intelligent Individuals’ Self-Leadership ability has a positive 

influence on Team Performance.  

To support our main hypothesis, we will also propose four sub-hypotheses for the team 

performance dimensions and try to discuss them with emotional intelligence and self-leadership 

concepts together.  
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6.3.1 Team Communication 
 

Throughout chapter five we highlighted our perspective on team performance and as 

illustrated in figure 1, we grounded our vision on team communication by proposing that the 

effective information flow among the individuals may be a necessary condition for well 

performing teams. However, building a fluent communication network may not be an easy task 

since teams can be composed with individuals with diverse views, opinions, skills and 

knowledge. In this perspective, we argue emotionally intelligent individuals’ self-leadership 

ability may help teams to establish and maintain an effective communication process.  

 Generally speaking, every team has different goals and these goals need to be 

understood and adopted clearly by team members in order to satisfy organizations’ demands 

and needs in an effective way. Since self-leadership enables individuals to employ some of the 

behavior focus strategy’s useful methods to achieve productive and desired behavior to 

accomplish the given task, in this perspective, the method of self-goal setting can provide a 

better understanding and commitment for self-leading individuals. These individuals tend to set 

goals for themselves in order to enhance their performance and create motivation to achieve the 

task, in this case they may easily use this ability for embracing and adopting the overall team 

goal as if it is their own purpose. By doing this, they may easily choose to work by sharing and 

exchanging opinions to sustain their harmony for the sake of the team’s goal. In addition to this, 

since these emotionally intelligent team members are achievement oriented, they would be 

capable of fitting teamwork by collaboratively working with other team members and 

contributing positively to team dynamics and overall team performance. Also, in these 

teamwork they can motivate and enhance other team members’ personal growth (relationship 

management). Consequently, embracement of common goal individually and feeling of support 

to each other may increase the cohesion among the team members and boost the level of 

communication for exchanging information with each other in order to sustain the effectiveness 

of the teamwork.  

In addition to behavior focus strategy, natural reward strategy of self-leadership may 

also help for team communication. In general, individuals can be assigned in different tasks to 

contribute to overall team goal. In this case, it is expected from them to bring their own skills 

and abilities for employing their full potential for the benefit of the team. Since these 

emotionally intelligent individuals are able to assess their abilities and limitations (accurate 

self-assessment), they know how and where to contribute. Also, this awareness and feeling of 
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usefulness can provide a feeling of competence, commitment and a level of motivation, 

eventually sense of inherent reward. Therefore, we may argue that all these feelings may not 

only bring optimism and confidence for individuals, but also it can increase the level of 

engagement for both their own tasks and for others’. Since the task itself become naturally 

rewarding, recognizing others’ needs and helping them through effective communication can 

be seen as useful and necessary process, therefore individuals may try to strengthen their 

connection and dependence for building a more solid communication environment.  

Given this argumentation, we propose our first sub-hypothesis for the second main hypothesis: 

H2a: Emotionally Intelligent Individuals’ Self-Leadership ability has a positive influence 

on Team Communication dimension of Team Performance 

 
6.3.2 Team Trust 
 
 As demonstrated in figure 1, team trust is the second indicator for team performance. 

The term trust can be defined as a belief that can be developed by both individuals and groups. 

The general interest of the belief whether or not another individual or group member make 

effort to uphold commitment, or act honest and open, or look after the benefit of others 

(Cummings and Bromiley, 1996). Consequently, in this section, we will discuss trust in both 

individual and team level, and propose that emotionally intelligent individuals’ self-leadership 

ability may have a positive influence on team trust.  

 To establish trust environment among team members, the initial stage might be trust in 

oneself. Generally speaking, emotionally intelligent individuals are both capable of being self-

aware and managing themselves. In particular, these individuals often recognize their abilities 

and skills (accurate self-assessment) and feel confident (self-confidence) about accomplishing 

given tasks; also, they are able to control their positive and negative emotions in different 

conditions. With the help of these competencies, these individuals also employ self-leadership 

strategies for supporting the belief about themselves. In this perspective, as a trap of 

dysfunctional beliefs these individuals can develop a strategy for directing their attention 

towards positive feeling (self-talk) and eliminating unproductive ones since individuals are 

well-aware of their capabilities, in control about their emotions and feel confidence.  

 After each members of a team believe in themselves, they may able to establish trust 

relationships with each other for their overall effectiveness as a team. In this perspective, the 

social dimension of trust appears, therefore our analysis in this part will focus more on social 
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interactions among the team members. For building a trust environment, emotionally intelligent 

individuals may contribute with their ability to recognize and react others’ emotions (social 

awareness) and manage their relationships with other members. Herein, these individuals can 

interpret verbal and nonverbal cues from others’ (empathy), and be aware of their feelings and 

thoughts. Moreover, this interpretation of cues can facilitate the positive social interaction and 

encourage individuals to exchange more personal information and feel less concerned about 

sharing their vulnerabilities. In addition to these emotional sides of trust, sometimes team 

members can be more goal oriented and their understanding of trust can be based on receiving 

a reliable performance in complex tasks, engaging with collaborative work and revealing prior 

experiences. In these cases, teamwork and collaboration oriented emotionally intelligent 

individuals may improve their professional relationships with other members by employing 

their behavior focus strategies that come from their self-leadership ability. Using self-

observation, a team member can be able to detect team behaviors that need to modified or 

eliminated for the sake of team (Bligh et al., 2006). Or, by using self-goal setting, individuals 

can be aware of the possible distractions or problems for the team benefit and assign a goal for 

themselves to handle with that particular situation. Moreover, by using self-cueing team 

members can be able to realize their surroundings and activities or tasks that they take part in 

and if the situation is annoying they are able to abstract themselves and rearrange the 

environment (by using simple notes or pictures) for common good and inspiration for all. 

Therefore, if these kind of situations could be experienced by all team members, the positive 

signals among the group might appear. Consequently, in this positive team environment the 

members can interpret the situation as there are some efforts for upholding commitment and 

enhancing the overall team performance, therefore they may develop faith to one another.   

The given arguments enable us to derive our second sub- hypothesis for the second main 

hypothesis:  

H2b: Emotionally Intelligent Individuals’ Self-Leadership ability has a positive influence 

on Team Trust dimension of Team Performance. 

 
6.3.3 Team Learning 
  

Team learning can be understood as increasing the collective level of knowledge and 

skills of team through contribution of team members. As Ellis et al. (2003) argued that team 

members’ ability to acquire knowledge and skills individually, and to share them collectively 
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within the team have a crucial role in the team learning process. So, we believe that emotionally 

intelligent individuals and their ability for self-leadership may affect these individual and 

collective processes of team learning. 

Individual level of acquiring new knowledge and skills can be seen as an initial step for 

team learning. In this individual process of knowledge gaining, emotionally intelligent 

individuals can be more efficient since they are often self-aware and able to understand their 

feelings and abilities. Particularly, with their accurate self-assessment competency, they can 

identify the strengths and the parts that need to be improved. Therefore, this may lead 

individuals to the usage of behavior focus strategy in order to manage and regulate their 

behaviors and attitudes for accomplishing the task with the proper actions. Since these self-

leading individuals are able to observe themselves in order to detect their ineffective or 

unproductive sides, they may be more willing to improve their incompetent behaviors by 

learning necessary knowledge and skills for the benefit of team. At this point, by using self-

goal setting method of behavior focus strategies, these individuals may embrace the process of 

gaining new knowledge and skills as a duty for themselves. Therefore, when they feel more 

goal oriented, they can facilitate this process with inherent motivation and feeling of 

contribution to the team benefit.  

After team members are equipped through their individual learning process, they can 

move along for team level of sharing. Since these individuals learned different knowledge and 

skills, they may feel more competent and motivated towards given task. In team 

environment, these emotionally intelligent team members can willingly share their new 

knowledge since they are socially aware and good at managing their relationships with others. 

In particular, individuals’ service orientation and teamwork and collaboration skills may help 

the process of knowledge sharing among the team members. Since service oriented individuals 

are aware of other team members and willingly help them to enhance their full potential, they 

may easily determine this knowledge sharing process as a purpose to themselves. The more 

they feel that they are competent with a purpose, the more they find the knowledge sharing 

process as naturally rewarding. When individuals feel naturally rewarded, their task become an 

activity that they eagerly do without any disruptive ideas or thoughts, therefore their motivation 

may increase. In our case, the team members would be more enthusiastic for learning together 

and exchanging their new ideas, skills or any other complementary ability that beneficial for 

team performance.  
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Given this argumentation, we propose our third sub-hypothesis for the second main hypothesis: 

 
H2c: Emotionally Intelligent Individuals’ Self-Leadership ability has a positive influence 
on Team Learning dimension of Team Performance 

 
6.3.4 Team Creativity 
 
 The last dimension of our team performance pyramid is team creativity. According to 

our literature review, some scholars made a distinction between creativity in generating novel 

ideas and creativity in problem solving (DiLiello and Houghton, 2006). As we argue, 

emotionally intelligent individuals’ self-leadership ability may have a positive influence on 

individual creativity, therefore it can enhance team creativity and overall performance.  

The creative thought process can be facilitated where individuals feel freedom and 

autonomy. The creation of these feelings can be achieved by self-leading individuals since they 

are able to employ behavior focus, natural reward and constructive thought pattern strategies. 

We believe that three strategies can work together to facilitate the creativity process of 

individuals in a way. By behavior focus strategy, individuals may successfully observe 

themselves regarding their abilities, skills and capabilities in a given task. In the light of these 

observations, they can specify goals for themselves to make contribution for the needs of the 

team. Eventually, these assessments and goal-setting processes may trigger the feeling of 

autonomy among the individuals. Once individuals detect their knowledge and abilities and set 

goals for themselves, they need to be determinant, motivated and achievement oriented to 

accomplish their objectives. In this case, the eagerness can be achieved through eliminating any 

type of dysfunctional and unproductive thoughts and beliefs by drawing on positive self-talk. 

Therefore, they can be able to direct their concentration towards decided goals and this may 

lead individuals to have feeling of control over the given task by being structured regarding 

specifying their own work practices.  

Further, once team members feel that they are in control and following an overall 

purpose (team task or a problem), they tend to enjoy from the activity, feel naturally rewarded 

and elude from any destructive beliefs. The more they enjoy, the more they feel motivated and 

able to use their initiative sides for more contribution. In other words, their engagement towards 

the task may encourage individuals to look at different angles, express their ideas, and if 

necessary, take actions accordingly. The level of individual motivation may also positively 

affect team members’ commitment and optimism towards the given issue since they are able to 
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internalize the problem, collaboratively work together and trust each other’s performance to 

reach their desired end. Consequently, this positive environment that is built from emotionally 

intelligent individuals and their self-leadership abilities may help to lead themselves as they are 

in control, able to comprehend the issue in variety of ways and enjoy producing novel ideas and 

solutions for the overall benefit of the team.   

Given this argumentation, we propose our fourth sub-hypothesis for the second main 

hypothesis: 

H2d: Emotionally Intelligent Individuals’ Self-Leadership ability has a positive 

influence on Team Creativity dimension of Team Performance. 

 

In conclusion, we, first, explained the potential influence of individuals’ emotional 

intelligence on their self-leadership ability by presenting our three sub-hypotheses. Then, 

throughout the previous four sub-chapters, we presented the potential impact of individuals’ 

self-leadership ability on each dimension of team performance in company with the emotional 

intelligence, and stated our four sub-hypotheses. As aforementioned, the overall idea of our 

model is that emotional intelligence has an influence on individuals’ ability for self-leadership, 

and, together with the emotional intelligence, self-leadership ability has a positive contribution 

on team performance. Therefore, we believe that we have explained each drawn relationships 

between our main concepts in this chapter.  
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7 Final Considerations  
 
7.1 Responding to the Research Questions 
 

As we concluded the core of our research in previous chapter, now we want to respond 

our research question through our conceptual model. We synthesized our three relevant 

concepts by considering their different dimensions in order to provide more comprehensive 

integration. With the help of our model and synthesis process, first we shed light on the 

relationship between individuals’ emotional intelligent through particular attention to Mix 

Model and its competencies, and their self-leadership ability with its three strategies. Second, 

in company with the emotional intelligence, we explain the effect of individuals’ self-leadership 

ability on team performance and its four indicators. The overall message of the model, provided 

through the two main hypotheses (H1 and H2), is that individuals’ emotional intelligence has a 

positive influence on their ability for self-leadership, and, together with the emotional 

intelligence, self-leadership ability has a positive contribution on team performance. In order 

to explain how these relationships occur, sub-hypotheses are also stated in the sixth chapter of 

our study. Consequently, in the lights of these derived relationships, now we believe that we 

are able to respond our research question, which is: 

What is the relationship between individuals’ emotional intelligence and their self-

leadership ability in the context of team performance? 

As aforementioned, in order to answer this broad research question, we designed two 

sub-questions for narrowing down to our objectives. Therefore, we start with responding our 

first sub-question:   

How does the individuals’ emotional intelligence influence their ability for self-

leadership? 

As we mentioned during the research, our intention is to investigate the relationship 

between our concepts by using their strategies and dimensions in order to provide a more 

inclusive explanation, by doing that we also aimed to answer the question of “how” as stated in 

our first sub-question. In line with that purpose, we proposed our three sub-hypotheses (H1a-c) 

for the first main hypothesis in the sixth chapter.  
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As a reminder, these are: 

H1a: Individuals’ Emotional Intelligence has a positive influence on Behavior Focus Strategy of 

Self-Leadership. 
H1b: Individuals’ Emotional Intelligence has a positive influence on Natural Reward Strategy 

of Self-Leadership. 

H1c: Individuals’ Emotional Intelligence has a positive influence on Constructive Thought 

Pattern Strategy of Self-leadership. 

Therefore, we argue that individuals’ emotional intelligence has a positive impact on 

the self-leadership ability and its three strategies, which are behavior focus strategy, natural 

reward strategy, and constructive thought pattern strategy by managing and regulating one’s 

own and other’s emotions. In other words, once emotions are kept under control, individuals 

are more able to lead themselves. Consequently, with the positive influence of individuals’ 

emotional intelligence on their self-leadership ability, the relationship between these two 

concepts has been stated. Therefore, we explained our first part of the main research question 

(“What is the relationship between individuals’ emotional intelligence and their self-leadership 

ability [...]”).  

Now we would like to focus on the second half (“[...] in the context of team 

performance?”). To provide explanation for the second part, we proposed our second sub-

question, which is: 

How does the emotionally intelligent individuals’ self-leadership ability influence team 

performance? 

In order to be able to demonstrate this relationship, we investigated the potential effect 

of individuals’ self-leadership ability, in company with emotional intelligent, on each 

dimension of team performance. Thus, we proposed our four sub-hypotheses (H2a-d) for the 

second main hypothesis to provide better explanations about team performance and its 

dimensions. As a reminder, the four sub-hypotheses were: 

H2a: Emotionally Intelligent individuals’ self-leadership ability has a positive influence on Team 
Communication dimension of Team Performance. 

H2b: Emotionally Intelligent individuals’ self-leadership ability has a positive influence on Team 
Trust dimension of Team Performance. 

H2c: Emotionally Intelligent individuals’ self-leadership ability has a positive influence on Team 
Learning dimension of Team Performance. 

H2d: Emotionally Intelligent individuals’ self-leadership ability has a positive influence on Team 
Creativity dimension of Team Performance. 
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In particular, we claim that association of the emotional intelligence and self-leadership 

ability has a positive impact on each dimension of team performance. This association affects 

communication, trust, learning, and creativity among the individuals in a positive way, thus it 

helps to increase team performance.  

 In conclusion, we now believe that we are able to answer our main research question by 

merging these two answers that come from our sub-questions. In the first one, we shed light on 

the relationship between individuals’ emotional intelligence and their self-leadership ability. 

With the second sub-question, we explained this relationship in the context of team 

performance. Therefore, we propose, as also indicated through our main hypotheses (H1 and 

H2), that individuals’ emotional intelligence has a positive influence on their self-leadership 

ability, and their togetherness positively contributes to the team performance. 

7.2 Research Limitations 

 From our personal interest and the given research issue lead us to conduct a conceptual 

study with the intention of building a conceptual model. Therefore, throughout the research 

process we did not bring any empirical data together, rather we collected and reviewed existing 

literature regarding our concepts. In chapter six, to demonstrate the deduced relationships 

among the concepts, we presented our integrated model. Since our investigation on the 

concepts, model and the proposed hypotheses is grounded theoretical perspectives, our findings 

is still limited as theoretically and should be tested and validated in real-life situations, even if 

we involve some pre-existing empirical findings.  

 During the research process our main limitation was related with the literature review 

process for both emotional intelligence and self-leadership concepts. Since these two concepts 

grounded in theories long time ago, most of the time the articles that we choose to read and 

review follow the same theories, studies and explanations. For self-leadership concept, the 

studies generally refer Charles Manz, Christopher Neck, Jeffery Houghton and Henry Sims; for 

emotional intelligence the referenced names were Daniel Goleman, John Mayer and Peter 

Salovey. Hence, this cause suggestion of similar premises in different studies. Therefore, it 

limited us and narrowed the range of scientific studies in those chapters. 

In this research, our endeavor is to conduct a conceptual research with great deal of 

details and explanation. In this perspective, we included three concepts that have at least three 

competencies, strategies or dimensions. Even if we were persisting to proceed systematically, 

sometimes we had some challenges during the integration process in chapter six. Linking 
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different emotional intelligence competencies in every self-leadership strategy, and trying to 

find connections between them and every team performance dimensions might create 

complexity in the integrations or explanations for some readers. Also, it can be possible that 

our way of describing and attributing the relationships may be seen as vague and complicated 

since there are different ingredients that we touched upon. 

7.3 Theoretical Implications 

As we mentioned in the previous section, our conceptual research and the integrated 

model needs to be validated by empirical studies in real-life contexts. Since our study is based 

upon three concepts and their comprehensive model, the verification is necessary to obtain any 

errors that we made while we were linking our concepts. In addition, for further studies 

researchers may conduct empirical studies to test the validity of our hypotheses and the model 

by following different qualitative and quantitative research strategies. Consequently, our 

proposed two main hypotheses and following sub-hypotheses can work as an initial step for 

further investigations in scientific area.  

From the very first day of our research process, our aim was to establish a logical and 

solid ground for our model by following theory-building principles and provide some level of 

conceptual plane for further studies to either test empirically or build new theories. During the 

study we tried to investigate our concepts by using two main hypotheses as mentioned at the 

beginning of this chapter. According to our hypotheses it can be understood that we first tried 

to address individual level of analysis on individuals’ emotional intelligence and their self-

leadership ability; then we moved to team level of analysis by deducing a relationship between 

emotionally intelligent individuals’ self-leadership ability and their performance in team 

context. In this perspective, further studies might try to merge our model and hypotheses with 

different theories in wider level of analysis such as organizational level. Also, since we mostly 

try to answer “how” these relationships take place by employing both emotional intelligence 

competencies, three self-leadership strategies and dimensions of team performance; further 

studies may try to dig deeper by questioning other influencing factors and mediators or they 

would investigate our model in other way around to deduce different connections among these 

concepts.   

Another contribution that hopefully we made is proposing our perspective on team 

performance concepts. As aforementioned in previous sections of our research, the team 

performance literature offers variety of indicators to approach the topic and investigate its 
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dynamics. However, since our research endeavor was to build a conceptual model, employing 

different indicators would create a huge workload and complexity for the integrated modelling 

section. Therefore, we took wideness in the literature and created an opportunity for both our 

research and scientific literature. During the critical literature review process, we tried to create 

a logic among the indicators to build a comprehensive discussion and understanding since we 

do not collect any empirical data. After a long process of elimination, we chose team 

communication, team trust, team learning and team creativity as our indicators and established 

their logical relationship by using a pyramid-shaped model (figure 1) in order to provide our 

vision on team performance in a more vivid manner. Consequently, we believe that if further 

studies would like to employ our research and take it further, we not only provide them our 

integrated model by proposing detailed hypotheses and relationships, but also a new 

understanding on team performance.  

 
7.4 Practical Implications 
 
 Since we adopt the conceptual research approach in this study and our deductions are 

based on a theoretical perspective, what we have proposed in this research need to be tested in 

order to be implemented practically. However, if our proposed assumptions take place in real-

world context, some practical implications can be specified.  

When team performance supposed to be increased within the organizations, the team 

members’ qualifications should not be underestimated. In this perspective, individuals’ 

emotional intelligence and their self-leadership ability may have crucial role. By using 

emotional intelligence and its competencies, individuals can be able to identify and manage 

both their own and other’s emotions in order to increase self- and social-awareness. As 

mentioned, emotions have an inevitable impact on both behaviors and cognitive process. 

Therefore, the ability for the regulation of emotions may lead individuals to manage their own 

behaviors and thoughts, thus they could enhance the level of autonomy and empowerment in 

the context of team. Consequently, the association of emotional intelligent and self-leadership 

ability among the individuals may influence the team communication, team trust, team learning, 

and team creativity positively, therefore it may increase the level of team performance.  
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7.5 Conclusion 
 

Here and now, we are at the very end of our thesis and we would like to look back and 

reflect what we have searched, proposed and deduced throughout this research. Align with the 

endeavor of the paper, during the whole research process we persistently focused on first, the 

relationship between individuals’ emotional intelligence and their self-leadership ability, then 

team performance specifically linking its dimensions with the collaboration of emotional 

intelligence competencies and self-leadership strategies. In addition, we presented our 

conceptual model to demonstrate this relationship in order to provide a more memorable and 

visual ground for our study.  

 In contemporary dynamic business environment, organizations make effort to 

strengthen their position and enhance their competitive advantage.  At the very beginning of 

our thesis, we mentioned Schneider’s (2014) suggestion of teamwork as a way to deal with this 

struggle. Generally speaking, organizations are investing leadership positions to draw on teams 

and their performance to fulfill their needs (Pearce & Manz, 2005). However, this 

understanding may create situations that one person may not be enough for all decision making, 

implementation of new ideas or managing team dynamics. Therefore, as a part of our research 

endeavor, we proposed an alternative way of leading teams which is self-leadership.   

 In compare to traditional way of leading teams which provide less autonomy and 

authority for individuals; people within the self-leading teams are responsible to control their 

own actions and have an authority on their works (Stewart et al., 2011). As mentioned, 

individuals who have higher ability to lead themselves can employ three strategies in both their 

personal and work lives. They can either employ self-discipline oriented strategy (behavior 

focus) to manage their behavior for doing “unattractive but necessary tasks (Politis, 2006, p. 

204), or they push themselves to find rewarding sides of tasks and create motivation for 

themselves (natural reward strategy) or they try to build positive and constructive attitude 

towards the task for staying concentrated and motivated (constructive thought pattern strategy). 

Therefore, they tend to be more goal and team oriented, proactive (Hauschildt & Konradt, 

2012), able to support emotional and performance oriented cohesiveness among the team.  

Since emotions have powerful effect on the cognitive process and behaviors (D’Intino 

et al., 2007), another important point that our study pays special attention is how individuals 

take the control over their emotions and maintain self-discipline with the ability of self-

leadership in order to sustain their presence in the team effectively. Therefore, we lastly touched 
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upon emotional intelligence concept in order to explain this relationship. Emotional intelligence 

promises individuals ability to manage themselves and their relationships by both its personal 

and social competencies (Goleman et al., 2004), therefore it may facilitate the processes of 

regulation of their behaviors, thoughts, and attitudes in order to lead themselves.  Thus, we 

proposed that with the help of competencies which are provided by Goleman’s mixed model, 

individuals’ emotional intelligence has a positive impact on their self-leadership ability.  

Focusing on these three concepts and proposing a detailed and integrated relationship 

among them, hopefully, is our one of the main contributions for the research area. We also 

introduced our perspective on team performance in chapter five and try to build connection 

between its dimensions and association of emotional intelligence and self-leadership in order 

to generate a more valuable and practical contribution. By using a pyramid shape, we 

implement the idea of there is a hierarchical relationship between each dimensions. Since we 

reach at the end of our discussion, we can quickly remind the path towards team performance. 

Grounding the team communication as a basis refers to its inclusive role. For overall team 

performance to be increased, we believe that team members should be aware of the importance 

of the effective communication and orient their behaviors for exchanging their ideas both 

openly and clearly. Sometimes, groups with diverse individuals this task may not be easy to 

accomplish. However, emotionally intelligent individuals with self-leadership ability can easily 

adapt their group, observe their behaviors and orient them for the overall team benefit. When 

the communication is built in solid ground, now individuals are able to share their values, 

beliefs or contradictory ideas. Since these individuals are able to work collaboratively with 

others and be team oriented, they can be sensitive about other members’ emotions and thoughts. 

Therefore, fitting and enhancing group dynamics may not be a difficult task for them. Over 

time, when they share and discuss more, they strengthen their relationships and trust one 

another in both emotion and team performance oriented. The positive trust environment can 

also trigger the learning behavior of team members. Those individuals can discuss about their 

lacking skills or knowledge since they are able to do accurate self-assessment, encourage 

themselves to acquire more (developing others) and share it with the group for collective 

knowledge and performance. By doing so, individuals can support each other's growth and 

contribute team performance all together. Consequently, since these individuals are able to 

communicate effectively, trust one another to accomplish their task and eager to learn together; 

they can also encourage each other to be more creative and unique. The more they produce 
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novel ideas and make contribution for the team benefit, the more they feel motivated and 

engaged the task to employ their full potential for contributing to team performance.   

 In conclusion, in rapidly changing and unpredictable environment, organizations might 

have variety of things to strive with in order to survive in the market. One way to create 

competitive advantage and ensure their positioning can be focusing on teamwork and making 

efforts to enhance their performance. Therefore, hopefully, by conducting this study we shed 

light on a significant matter for utilizations of teams which is ‘the hidden ingredients of team 

performance’. 

7.6 Our Individual Contribution to This Thesis 
 
 In this section, we would like to inform our readers about each of the group members’ 

contribution for this study.  

 From the very first days of our producing preliminary ideas about research topic, Mert 

came up with the concepts of emotional intelligence and self-leadership because of his personal 

interest. Then, we did a prompt research about the both concepts. At that time, we realized that 

both of the concepts have a long history and a structure to elaborate and create an understanding. 

Therefore, we made a decision to find one more concept to provide an added value to our study. 

After a short time period, Ekin suggested team performance to conduct our study more real-life 

oriented.  

 Overall in two months of this research, we conducted our literature review together and 

during the chapters of introduction, methodology, team performance, integration of the model 

and conclusion, we wrote simultaneously. The reason we wrote those chapter together is 

because they are open for discussion and exchanging ideas. In addition, we wrote team 

performance together since it is our novel production. As we explained before, during the 

literature review of the team performance, we found a lot of indicators to measure team 

performance therefore we wanted to create a logic and create our model to add more value on 

this research. After we wrote each dimensions, we designed our pyramid shaped model. 

Furthermore, we assigned self-leadership to Ekin and emotional intelligence to Mert in order 

to accelerate our performance and get quicker supervision. However, after every finished 

heading we read each other’s parts as a second eye in order to make critique and, if necessary, 

put in different ideas to improve the section. By doing this way, we both helped each other and 

also learned together.  
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